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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
The principle of requiring p yment for the privilege of 
traveling on privately subsidized roads is hardly a new one: our 
history books tell us that offici ls of ancient Rome levied tolls for 
foot , chariot and beast-of-burden traffi c ore than 3000 years ago . 
To a much more limited degree other ancient cultures also employed 
this means of exacti ng funds for vartous vested interests. 
But the large-scale construction of toll roads as an adjunct 
to free public highways is a compar atively recent development in the 
United States. And, quite obviousl y, this large-scale toll road 
construction touches the lives of most Americans in this fas t-paced era 
of increasing automobile travel and two-car families. 
Because toll r o ds continue to be a f actor of growing sig-
nificance in the socio-economic lives of us all, I have elected t o 
investigate cert ain aspects of one particular com lex of int errelated 
toll r oads as the subj ect of t his t hesi s. This complex consists of the 
five toll roads which serve the six New England states. More specific-
ally, I have set as the major obj ective of this study an evaluation of 
the comparative success of these toll roads. My secondary objective - -
whi ch is closely related to the primary one -- i s to make an assessment 
of these five New Engl and toll roads as social capital, to evaluate 
their worth to society. 
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Before focusing completely on the New England toll road 
system I will refer Briefly to t he historical background of toll roads 
i n the United States. Addition lly, I will offer some brief general 
comments on the problems involved in the pl anning, construction and 
operation of most modern toll road • Both considerations rel te 
directly to the purposes of this thesis. 
While there are certain indications that the concept of the 
large-scale construction of interconnecting toll roads exist ed in the 
early 19th century, the concept wa s never realized in fact until the 
middle of the 20th century. Moreover, the only step of any appreciable 
significance taken during the 1800' s was the completion of the National 
Turnpike from Cumberland , Maryland, to Vandalia, I llinois , in 1838. 
Prior to World War II major toll expressways were unknown in 
the United States. As recently as 1950 only t he Pennsylvania nd the 
Maine Turnpikes were operating. (The Pennsylvania Turnpike was opened 
to traffic in 1940, the Maine Turnpike in 1947.) But the decade of the 
50 's came to be known as the "turnpike era" and before it had passed 
the number of toll roads serving the continental United States had r i sen 
to 26, bringing the total mileage of these superhighways to 3650. These 
turnpikes are mainly concentrated in the East. 
I t was almost inevitabl e th t the end of World War II should 
see a sharp increase in the building of t oll roads; wartime neglect of 
the nation ' s primary highways strongly suggested t hat t oll roads should 
be put through to relieve traffic pressure during free highway recon-
struction. A terrific boom in automobile manufacturing gave further 
7 
impetus to the idea. However, the building of toll roads has 
slackened considerably in more recent years and whether or not the 
United States will ever again witness a duplication of the turnpike 
era is open to question. 
The factors which precipitated the construction of New 
England ' s first tollway (the Maine Turnpike) were very similar to 
the factors which triggered the building of toll roads elsewhere: 
(1) Urgent need -- traffic volume on existing roads rose more r apidly 
than anticipated; existing f acility improvement failed to keep pace. 
(2) State budgets were too limited to permit construction of free 
superhighways, even with Federal aid. (3) Heavy out-of-state traffic 
was a dominant factor. In many states, particularly in the smaller 
ones such as those in New England, the highways were used extensively 
by motorists from other regions as corridors to travel from one ad-
jacent state to another. Such motorists did not remain in these 
smaller states and the distance between borders was not so great as to 
require fuel stops. Consequently, numerous travelers used the high-
ways without contributing to the states ' incomes, either through trade 
or via state gasoline taxes. 
In New England , with one exception which will be discussed 
later, the first two of the above conditions were cardinal f actors in 
the decision to construct toll roads. The third condition weighed less 
heavily but influenced the decision in some cases. 
Despite their popularity with some state legislatures, toll 
roads have constantly been the subject of strong criticism. The 
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principal ob j ection advanced by responsible critics is the l a ck of 
equity i nvolved. More s ecifi cally, the contention is that most toll 
highways benefit a great number of people , not just those who tr vel 
them. This is t o say, to cite one example, that a wide variety of 
goods and services affecting a great many people in the territory 
I 
served by the t oll road are either delivered directly over the road 
or their delivery is influenced in some manner by certain interests 
using the road. Vacation tr velers as well as business people passing 
over the roads also benefit the territory ' s economy in a variety of 
significant ways.* With the foregoing in mind , many r esponsible people 
feel th t the construction of t oll highways should be financed from 
public taxes, not through the floating of bond issues. 
The Bureau of Public Roads has long frowned on toll roads on 
pure economic grounds. In 1955 it reported its position to Congress , 
asserting that all toll roads should be built on a "last resort" basis 
only after all other possibil ities for improving existing free highway 
facilities had been exhausted. In sum, the report urged considerable 
caution when determining the feasibility of toll road building projects. 
Specific findings included the Bure u ' s conviction that the "feasibility 
ratio" of a pr oposed toll r oad should not be less than 1.5; that is , the 
estimated income for the mid-year of the bond issue should be one and 
one-half times the annual cost of debt service. 
As a further preliminary to this study it should be stated 
* Another argument frequently used is based on the belief 
that tolls constitute double taxation -- that is, auto-
mobile owners are taxed, through gasoline purchases , for the 
use of free public highways; and this tax is still being 
paid while fuel is being expended on a toll road. 
9 
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that a fair appraisal of toll road operations is complicated by several 
factors . I have already stated th t the over-all prnblem of evaluation 
is twofold: economic and social. First, the question of whether or 
not the venture is a financial success must be answered. The securing 
of the answer to this question required most of the effort expended on 
this thesis and the results are neither s firm not. as conclusive as I 
would like to h ve them. 
A comparative analysis among toll road operations is frustrated, 
to an appreciable extent) by the absence of a common criterion. This is 
to say that variations of state administrative organizations, degree of 
autonomy of each one, degree of financial independence, size of the 
project, basic purpose of the project and the nature of the rea served 
left few bases of comparison other than the principle of. user financee* 
I resolved this problem -- at least in part -- by employing an absolute 
standard: the capacity or the toll road operations to . meet debt service 
requirements. 
The second aspect of a toll road ' s effectiveness -- the 
social capital aspect or the manner in which the toll road serves society --
has, as indicated, considerable but secondary significance for this study. 
The main social benefits of a new highway can be measured in terms of 
the reduction of traffic congestion and accidents on alternate routes. 
The benefits can also be measured through assessment of the level of acci-
dent rates on the new toll highway itself and of the economic value to 
its users. 
* In addition, even the fundamental concept of a toll road 
is disturbed by the ability of Connecticut and New Hampshire 
to integrate sections of free highway into their turnpikes. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE NE.W ENGLAND TURNPIKE NETWORK 
The New England turnpikes form an informal network of toll 
highways which, in combination with multi-lane connecting roads, per-
mits speedy , comfortable access to and from New England and between 
the populated areas in southern Maine and New Hampshire , and Massa-
chusetts and Connecticut. 
These turnpikes serve all types of traffi c: interstate, 
i ntrastate and local; commerci al , commuter and vacati on. Vacation 
traffic, in its broad sense, constitutes a very important segment of 
turnpike patronage; moreover , the flow pattern of this traffic em-
bodies a descriptio~ of the complete New England t urnpike network . 
Vacation-bound motorists approach New England from the West and South 
via the New York Thruway , whi ch feeds into the Massachusetts Turnpike, 
and from New York Ci ty and the South through the Connecticut Turnpike. 
Traffic from this l a tter t urnpi ke probably does not flow into the 
integrated network of New England turnpikes, since there is no direct 
connection. It does , however , provide access to Rhode Island and 
t he South Shore area of Massachusett s, including Cape Cod. 
Traffic on the Massachusetts Turnpike turns north or south 
at the eastern terminus of Route 128. outhbound traffic has excel-
lent access t o the South Shore of ssachusetts, while northbound 
traffic is led to New Hampshire ' s Central Turnpike via US 3 o.r to 
t he Eastern Turnpike via Interstate 95. At Portsmouth vehicles on t he 
12 
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Eastern Turnpike may turn off to reach the Maine Turnpi ke , ten 
minutes away ; re ining traffic may reach the southern fringe of 
New Hampshire ' s l ake nd mount in regions via the Eastern extens ion 
(Spaulding). The Central Turnpike , from US 3, t akes vacationists 
nor th as f ar as Concord, also within easy distance of the l ake and 
mount in· regions. 
Commercial traffic is equally well served: The Connecticut 
Turnpike cuts through the heart of the state ' s coast~l urban are and 
pr ovides good access t o Providence; the Massachusetts Turnpike serves 
the Springfield area, Worcester and Boston; The Central Turnpi ke lies 
directly between Nashua, New Hampshire , the l argest city, and Concord, 
the capitol; the Eastern Turnpike is located between Portsmouth , Dover, 
and Rochester; the Maine Turnpike links the capitol city , Augusta, with 
Lewiston and Portland, Maine ' s l argest city, and Portsmouth, New 
I 
Hampshire. 
CHAPTER III 
THE TURNPIKES AND PARALLEL ROUTES 
The five toll roads studied here are, as are t oll roads in 
general, multi-lane limited access highways. They are situated be-
tween population centers or serve as links between heavily traveled 
freeways. I n addition, they may bisect, or pass near, other towns 
and cities along the route to assure the maximum possible utilization 
of the tollway. 
Following World War II, state officials were concerned with 
the r apid growth of traffic along the routes which now parallel the 
course of these turnpikes. 
The Maine Turnpike 
Maine was the first New England state to adopt a toll road 
as a solution to its traffic dilemna. Prior to the ~uilding of the 
road an increasingly l arge volume of traffic had been entering and 
departing Maine via the coastal route, US 1. This heavy traffic was 
especially noticeable during summer months when vacationing motorists 
boosted the vehicle count to 20,000 on some days. This route had been 
widened into three and even four lanes on short stretches. However , 
the highwa 's gradient and alignment were poor . Moreover, the fact 
that the road passes through a number of towns and small cities between 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and Portland , Maine, added to the problem of 
growing congestion. At best, motorists could expect to take one nd 
one-half hours to complete the fifty-mile trip. 
Opened to traffic in December of 1947, the Maine Turnpike 
represents n obvio s improvement over Route One. The distance be-
tween Kittery and Portland is reduced from fifty to forty-siX miles, 
and may be traveled comfort bly in about three quarters of an hour. 
There are interchanges and toll booths at Wells , Kennebunk, Biddeford, 
Saco and South Portland. A sixth booth at Falmouth is operated during 
the summer months only. Vehicles entering the Turnpike receive a 
stamped ticket identifying the station and surrender these tickets, 
with the toll, at the exit point . This road has , as have most turn-
pikes, the following features: Two. 121 traffic lanes in each direction 
with paved outside shoulders for emergency use, a .raised median strip 
eighteen feet wide, minimum visibility of one- tenth mile, no inter-
sections nor permanent obstructions, and acceleration and deceleration 
lanes which afford entering and departing vehicles the opportunity to 
adjust to proper speeds. 
t is doubtful that traffic conditions on roads parallel to 
the Augusta extension were as critical as on Route One south of Port-
land, but the quality of existing roads was little betters 
. State Route "100 between Portland and Gray has 
good gradients and alignment, but poor visibility and 
opposing traffic slows speed and limits capacity. Be-
tween Gray and Augusta the gradients and alignment are 
not as good because the route passes through more hilly 
country. 
US Route 1 between Portland and Brunswick has 
good alignment and nd' excessive grades* US Route 20 
between Brunswick and Augusta passes through rolling 
or hilly country, has many curves and in several 
15 
sections grades are steep. 
Sight distance is limited on many sections of 
both US Route 201 and State Route 100 due to sharp 
grades and poor alignment, and this in turn limits 
the capacity of these routes by making it impossible 
for one vehicle to pass another going in the same 
direction with any reasonable degree of safety, 
especially during periods of high traffic density • 
. . . . . . 
1 These roads are for the most part two lane 
roads. 
The original enabling act had authorized construction of the 
Maine Turnpike all the way to Fort Kent, on the Canadian border. For 
this reason no further authori ty was needed to construct the Portland 
to August extension , which opened in December, 1955. Th " section, 
including spurs to Falmouth nd the South Portland by-p ss, tot ls 66 
miles in length. The extension takes a northerly direction for about 
30 miles to Lewiston, then it turns northeast nd again north to 
Augusta, describing an elongated reverse S. 
Interchanges between Portland and Augusta are provided at 
Falmouth (spur), Portland-north, Gray Auburn , Lewiston and Augusta. 
Road qualities are much the same as those which obtain on 
the origin 1 section; the entire length of the Maine Turnpike may be 
negotiated at 70 miles per hour in daylight and 65 miles per hour at 
night. 
The Eastern Turnpike 
About four miles to the south of the Kittery Terminus Inter-
state -Route 95 converges with the Eastern Turnpike south-bound.* 
* The original section of this toll road (Seabrook to Portland) 
was built, like the.Maine and Connecticut Turnpikes, to 
relieve traffic congestion along US Route One. 
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Conditions on Route One in New Hampshire were probably more critical 
than in Maine. From Seabrook to Portsmouth, Route One is a three-lane 
road with high grades and sharp curves, and the right of way passes 
through a number of towns including Seabrook, Hampton and Rye. Here, 
also, there are several grade i ntersections; and during summer months 
thous nds of vehicles daily crossed Route One traffic enroute to and 
leaving t he popular beach areas. This problem diminished with the 
opening of t he Eastern Turnpike from Seabrook; to the Portsmouth circle 
in 1950. 
The motorist will notice little difference between the 
New Hampshire and Maine Turnpikes. Somewhat heavier traffic is encount-
ered in New Hampshire, but t he entire 15-mile distance may be driven 
over safely at the legal speed limit of 60 mph. The one necessary stop 
is at the Hampton toll station, which is of the barrier type. Two 
plazas are located here; one at the Hampton exit, and one on the main 
l ine. The motorist pays the collector, or deposits the correct amount 
in an automatic collector, and then proceeds. 
The continuity achieved by these two turnpikes (Maine and 
Eastern) is such that they almost appear to be extensions of each 
ot her . This condition was a source of annoyance to representatives 
of New Hampshire ' s commercial interests who complained that the Maine 
Turnpike acted as a corri dor to funnel traffic right through New Ramp-
h . . t M ' 2 s 1re 1n o a1ne. 
The Eastern Extension 
This criticism leveled by businessmen , rather than traffic 
conditions, provided the stimulus f or the construction of the Spaulding 
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Turnpike, or Eastern extension. From Portsmouth the Spaulding runs in 
a northwesterly direct on around Dover to Rocheste , _ distance of 
23 miles. This section was designed to serve local needs s well as 
ttr ct vacation traffic. By-p sses are provided around Dover and 
Rochester with accesses located t the northern and southern extremi-
ties of each cit • The urban sections between accesses are free, the 
State having made use of federal urban a id funds to build them.* 
Barr·er toll tat ·ons re l ocated at Dover and Roche ter. The e tire 
length is of four-lane road except for the General Sulliv n Bridge 
which is two lanes wide. The speed limit is 60 mph throughout. 
The principal alternate route to the Eastern extension is 
State Route 16, a two-lane road wh ·ch run through the downtown 
districts of Dover and Rochester. 
The Central Turnpike 
As its name implies, the Central Turnpike is located in the 
south-central p rt of New Hampshire, par lleling the north-south 
course of the Merrimac River from the M ssachusetts line below N shu 
to Concord, a distance of 38 miles. 
Because the State made use of federal funds, as in the case 
of the Eastern extension, the Central Turnpike provides free by-passes 
around Nashua, Manchester and Concord. Through traffic pays tolls at 
* Public Law 25-767, 85th Congress, Title 23 -Highways codifies 
national policy regarding federal aid for highway construction. 
Section 301 of the Act prohibits the use of federal funds for 
turnpike construction. Section 129 permits use of federal funds 
for highways approaching toll roads. This latter section is 
applicable to the New Hampshire turnpikes. 
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Thornt on's Ferry, between Nashua and Manchester; and at Hooksett , 
between Manchester and Concord. These stations feature barrier 
t oll houses equipped with automatic collectors. The Central is a 
four-lane, limited access highway; the speed limit is 60 mph. 
There are two alternate routes to the Central Turnpike. 
US 3 passes through Nashua to Manchester a long the west bank of the 
Merri mac. It twists through Manchester and continues , through 
Suncook , to Concord along the east bank. State Route 3A is also 
par allel to the River and is located on the opposite side of the 
Ri ver from Route 3; on the east side from N shua t o Manchester , and 
on the west side from Manchester to Concord. 
Route 3 is of two- and three-lane construction; Rout e JA 
is two l anes wide. Traffic on these two roads was not of the same 
magnitude as was that on US 1 which prompted construction of t he 
Eastern Tur.npike; nevertheless , in 1956 Hooksett rec_orded well over 
three million vehicles on Route 3 and 1.6 million at Merrimac, while 
Route JA at Manchester recorded over 900,000 vehicles. 3 
The Massachusetts Turnpike 
I n the case of Massachusetts turnpike construction was the 
response to steadily worsening traffic conditions. 
The principal lternate routes, the same routes which bore 
the ma j ority of the eleven million vehicles carried by the Massachu-
setts Turnpi ke in its first year of operation, are State Route 9 and 
us 20. 
19 
Route 9, the main parallel route from Worcester to Boston, 
is a four-lane highway which, when first built, was "a model of 
engineering, " but it was not designed for modern traffic loads or 
4 
for the population buildup in surrounding areas. Without limited 
access, cross traffic and congestion caused inconvenience and danger 
to motorists using Route 9. 
Route 20, frequently described as a death trap, was the 
main artery west from Worcester. Here, also, there are numerous grade 
intersections, and gradient and alignment are poor; six per cent grades 
are common, the maximum being seven per cent. The road is two, three, 
and, in short sections, four lanes wide. 
The Massachusetts Turnpike is an east-west express highway 
running almost the entire width of the state from West Stockbridge 
on the New York line to Weston at State Route 128. The western termi-
nus is linked by the Berkshire Connection to the New York Thruway. Be-
tween West Stockbridge and Route 128 there are 14 interchanges. Tolls 
are paid at the interchanges after the vehicle has left the main line, 
as in Maine, so no stops are necessary between entrance and exit. The 
road is of four-lane construction excepting a 12-mile section of six-
lane road between Framingham and the eastern terminus. The maximum 
speed is 60 mph (50 mph for trucks), and the minimum speed is 40 mph. 
The Connecticut Turnpike 
As in Maine nd New Hampshire , over-capacity tr ffic on US 
Route One in Connecticut brought about the need for a relief road. 
Previous construction had been undertaken to solve he problem: In 
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the 1920 ' s the Boston Post Road (US 1) was widened from two to four 
lanes, and in 1940 the Merritt Parkw y was completed. However, these 
measures served only to provide temporary relief . Each time traffic 
on US 1 eventually returned to , and surp ssed, its former level • 
n ddition to the usual long-distance traffic, Route One 
i n Connecticut was burdened by local commercial and commuter tr vel 
in the urban section, which is composed of Stamford, Norwalk , Bridge-
art , New Haven and Norwich. 
Starting at Greenwich, the Connecticut Turnpike parallels 
Route One along the coast as far a s Niantic then gradually turns north 
a long the Thames to connect with US 6 at Killingly. 
This road , although generally similar to other t oll roads, 
has some notable differences necessitated by a combin tion of n t ur 1 
nd man-made circumst nces. The first 60 miles of surf ce from the 
New York State line are of concrete construction. This is the only 
example of this type construction amonR the five roads studies, but 
it is not uncommon in Connecticut where 11 major roads are concrete 
slab. This type of construction, high in initial cost, was ·ustified 
by the number of overpasses, bridges , r mps and underpasses, where the 
use of asphalt is impractical ~ There are 90 interch nges on the 129-
mile turnpike, including 49 in the f irst 49 miles. Another unus a l 
spect of the Connecticut Turnpike is the highway lighting provided on 
the western section as a safety measure. 
The road has six and eight l anes for the first 60 miles 
in the western section and four l anes on the eastern half. There 
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are eight main-line toll barriers along the 129-mile road; thus, 
vehicles traveling the entire length must stop eight times at 
automatic collectors or attended booths. The maximum speed is 
60 mph. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COST OF THE TURNPIKES 
The cost of a turnpike, as discussed in this chapter , 
refers to the amounts paid out of the financing bond issues for the 
following: right-of-way purchases , including legal fees; construction 
of the road, including enrineering fees; administrative expenses, 
including salaries of employees , and office and general expenses 
during construction; fin ncing costs, including bond discounts, 
i nterest dur'ng construction and fees paid to financial institutions; 
and various miscellaneous items. 
As Table I shows, there is a wide range in initial invest-
ments; from $6,700,000 for the stubby, original Eastern Turnpike to 
$397,000,000 for Connecticut ' s statewide r oad . Differences in length 
of road do not alone cause these dispar ities, as the cost-per-mile 
figures in Table III indicate. Many other f actors influence the total 
cost. Among these factors are such variables as the cost of right of 
way, as effected by property values; the number of l anes; topographi-
cal and geological characteristics; extra features and the historical 
trend of prices. Indications are that inflationary trends have not 
significantly contributed to the differences in construction costs. 
The f ollowing price index is published in Highway Statistics, 1959. 
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Turnpike Construction Composite highway 
started construction 
price index 
Maine (original) 1946 100.0 
Eastern 1948 127.1 
Central 1952 136.6 
Maine (extension) 1953 134.6 
Connecticut 195.4. 127.1 
Spaulding 1954 127.1 
Massachusetts 1955 128.4 
According to the index , the Maine Turn i e was the only project with 
a potentially important advantage stemming from average price levels 
at t he time construction began . 
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TABLE I. 
COST OF THE NEW ENGLAND TURNPIKES 
Item Cost-------------(thousands of dollars)----------------
Connecticut Maine Massachusetts New Hampshire* 
Construction 297,187 58,687 176,000 5,835 
Engineering 25,833 3,165 16, 379 426 
Land 64,832 3 ,701 13,782 472 
Legal n.a. incl. in land incl. in adm. n.a. 
Administration n.a. 681 1,692 n.a. 
Financia l n. a . 11,958 36,694 n . a. 
Miscellaneous 9,431 346 0 n. a . 
Less : Income 
from investment n.a. 2;715 8,808 n.a. 
Net Total 397 ,282** 76,824 236,468 6,734 
* Seabrook to Portsmouth only. 
** 1960 net total: $403,652,332 
Note 1 : Eastern Extension and Central breakdowns not available. 
Spaulding total: $14,300,000; Central total: $22,400,000. 
Note 2: Those items marked "not available" are presumably non-separable 
costs; t hus, are charged to the State ' s highway department. 
Sources: Connecticut Turnpike, Annual Report, 1958; Maine Turnpike, 
Annual Report, 1956; Massachusetts Turnpike, Annual Report, 
1960; New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways. 
An item which deserves special mention is the matter of 
roadway structures , which consist mainly of bridges of various types. 
The Massachusetts Turnpike, for ex mple , has 184 bridges, five of 
which are major river crossings: the remainder are mostly structures 
crossing streams , aquaducts, railroads, and other highways. The pre-
liminary engineering report submitted by the firm of Howard, Needles, 
Tammen and Bergendoff estimated the cost of these structures at 
$46 , 638 , 000 -- more th n one fifth of the estimated pro:ect cost, then 
set at 207,000,000. Roadway structure , then, are a very s'gn'ficant 
co t , ~ t available information i dicates this is so for most turnpikes 
and does not re resent a special burden for any road with the posRible 
exception of the Connecticut Turnpike which contains eight major bridge 
sp n T ble II gives the number of roadway structures for each turn-
i ke studied. 
Turnpike 
Connect · cut 
Maine 
Massachu etts 
New Hampshire: 
Eastern 
Central 
TABLE II 
GRADE SEPARATIONS 
Number of 
structures 
198 
131 
184 
41 
45 
a 'or Spans 
8 
n. a . 
5 
1 
5 
Average no. 
structures 
per mile 
1.5 
1.1 
1.5 
1.1 
1.1 
Sources: Asphalt Institute Quarterly, January, 1958; Maine Trail, 1955; 
Engineering News Record, January 27, 1947; July 26, 1956. 
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Co t of 1 nd cquisitions is another ex ense which varies 
considerably from one project to another. In this study the out-
standing ex m le is in the case of Connecticut, where the ri ht of 
way represented 16.3% of the entire proj ect cost. This can be at-
tributed to the price of land in heavily populated areas. This 
tendency of property values to vary with the degree of urbanization 
is illustr ted by the various costs per mile in Table III. 
TABLE III 
COST PER MILE 
Item Cot er mile --------~-(millions of dollars)-----------
Conn. Maine Mass. Eastern Spaulding 
Construction 2.3 .5 1.4 .4 n.a. 
Engineering .2 .03 .1 • 03 n.a. 
Land .5 .03 .1 • 03 n. a . 
Legal n. . n. . n.a. n. . n. . 
Administr tive n.a. .06 .01 n.a. n. a . 
Financia l n.a • .1 .3 n.a . n.a. 
Miscellaneous • 07 0.0 o.o n. . n. a . 
Net Total 3.08 .68 1.94 • 46 .63 
Note: Sum of items does not equ 1 total because of rounding nd 
because income from investments has been deducted from the 
gross total. 
Source: Computed from Table I. 
Centr 1 
n.a • 
n.a • 
n.a . 
n. a . 
n.a. 
n. a . 
n.a 
• 58 
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Construction costs as a percentage of total costs were 
surprisingly similar. In the cases of Maine, Massachusetts, and 
Connecticut construction's share was approximately 75% of the total, 
while for New Hampshire this was 87%. This latter deviation is ex-
plained by the absence of other costs such as legal and administrative 
expenses, which were presumably charged to the highway department , and 
financing costs. Apparently, there was no bond discount, and interest 
expenses were not charged as a construction cost. In Connecticut, 
also, these costs were very small or were not shown , but unusually 
high right-of-way purchases compensated for this so that construction 
costs as a percentage of total costs were in the same proportion as 
for Maine and Massachusetts. 
Table III shows that, although the various outlays were 
evenly proportioned, there are huge differences in the amounts expended 
per mile of highway. Construction costs range from 2.3 million dollars 
per mile for the Connecticut Turnpike to .4 million dollars per mile 
for the original Eastern Turnpike, all of the factors mentioned above 
contributing to the differences. 
~ Connecticut Turnpike: Elaborate and Costly 
The Connecticut Turnpike was, by far, the most ambitious 
project, as Table IV indicates. The total cost of 397 million dollars 
is largely explained by the high design and construction specifications 
required by the urban character of the region, and by the heavy traffic 
expected. The difference in urban and rural construction is dramatically 
demonstr ted by a comparison of initi 1 costs of the western section 
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($337 million) and the eastern section ($60 million), which are 
comparable lengths of highway. Thus, it can be seen that the ex-
planation for the high cost of the Connecticut Turnpike is to be 
found in the western section. Examination shows that most of the 
factors listed at the beginning of Chapter IV contributed to the 
high cost of the Turnpike: property values in the western section 
are high; quality of construction, by specification is high (Table 
IV); concrete slab was used on this western section; the highw y 
to New Haven contains six and eight lanes instead of the usual four 
lanes; and the entire turnpike contains ninety interchanges; whereas, 
for comparable lengths of hi ghway, there are fifteen interchanges on 
5 
the Maine Turnpike and fourteen on the Massachusetts Turnpike. 
Certain extr s dd to the cost of a road more than they 
contribute in terms of revenue-producing qualities . The Connecticut 
Turnpike contains a number of these: Mercury lumin ires were erected 
every 100 feet on the western section, at a cost of 2.6 million dol-
lars; to block out the glare of the lights and to muffle traffic 
noise from surrounding commercial and r esidential districts~ there 
is an elaborate pattern of landscaping; it is the only turnpike in 
6 
New England having asphalt curbinf along the entire length. These 
items would be described as luxuries if used on rural h "ghways .* 
* Already mentioned is the matter of interchanges· on this road. 
The unusually large number does constitute an '-extra" in the 
sense that they re not all essential to the proper function-
ing of an ordin ry toll express highway. There is no doubt of 
their significance in terms of additional construction cost , 
and this is not compensated for by a proport "onal return on the 
higher investment. These interchanges generate a 1 rge amount 
of "free" traffic, traffic which enters and exits between toll 
barriers. The justification for these interchanges , then, is 
in the way of added soc: a l value -- they f cilitate better 
service for local traffic. 
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TABLE IV 
CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS 
Toll Length No. of Width ---Shoulders--------- Surface Subbase 
Road (miles) lanes of lanes Width Width Medi n depth depth 
utside inside width 
Conn. raised 
western 60 6-8 12 ' 10 1 3' with c o n c r e t e 
curb 
Conn . lOt-" 
eastern 69 4 12 ' 10 ' 3 ' 3 l ayers 
Maine 7t " 
original 44 4 12 1 8 ' 4 ' 16• 3 l ayers 
Maine 7" 
extension 66 4 121 10 1 5' de resse 3 l ayers 
variable 8" 
Mass. 123 4-6 12 1 10' 4 ' r ised 4 l ayers 
N.H .. 24 ' 7" 
eastern 15 4 121 10 1 0 depresse 3 l Ryers 
gr avel 
N.H. 
extension 23 4 12 ' 24 ' 311 
N.H . 
central 39 4 12 1 24 1 311 
Sources: Asphalt Institute Quarterly, October 1953, Janu ry 1956, 
July 1957, January 1958; fiNew Gatewliy to Pleasure" ap 
ub1ished by New Hampshire Dep rtment of Public Work~ 
and Highways. 
1111 -23" 
30" 
33" 
14" 
24"-36" 
24"-36" 
24"-36" 
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Construction Costs ~ High 
for the Massachusetts Turngike 
Between Framingham and West Stockbridge there is little 
visible dlfference between the $236 million M ssachusetts Turnpike 
($1.94 million per mile) and New Hampshire ' s or Maine ' s toll roads. 
There are, however , some not ble differences: the surface of the 
Massachusetts Turnpike is eight inches thick compared to 711 and 7t " 
for the Maine Turnpike, 7" for New Hampshire ' s Eastern Turnpike, and 
3 11 each for the Eastern Extension and the Central Turnpike; also , the 
last 12t mile section of the Massachusetts Turnpike between Weston 
and Framingham is six lanes wide. 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to justify the wide dispar i t y 
between cost-per-mile of the Massachusetts Turnpike and cost-per-mile 
of the ot her toll roads. On the Maine extension, for example, con-
struction cos ts r an about $.85 million per mile as compared to $1.4 
million per mile on the Massachusetts Turnpike. Besides the difference 
in construction standards already mentioned, the following factors are 
offered as at least partial explanation: (1) the traditional wage dif-
ferential, (2) terrain features -- the road crosses country of a more 
rugged character than do the other turnpikes, and (3) high land 
acquisition costs. The importance of wage differentials is not known, 
but i t is known that its right-of-way cost the Massachusetts Turnpike 
some $70,000 more per mile than for the Maine Turnpike. 
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The New !:!ill.!!!2shire Turnpikes: 
Examples of Yankee Thrift 
There are obvious reasons for the lost cost obtained by 
the New Hampshire authorities for the Everett and Spaulding Turnpikes 
(these reasons do not all apply to the original section of the Eastern 
Turnpike). These reasons can be traced to the fact that highway 
authorities made a directed effort to cut costs , since they were well 
aware that these roads could not pay for themselves under average 
7 
conditi ons. 
To effect these cost savings, the following steps were taken: 
(1) The New Hampshire Highway Department itself performed 
necessary engineering services for the later roads, thus saving the 
usual 6% fee. 
(2) Existing highways were integrated into a toll road 
under construction wherever possible. For example , t he first five 
and one-half miles of the Eastern extension consists of a two-lane 
addition to the existing routes, US 4 and State 16; and from there 
to Dover the state was able to util ize an abandoned railway alignment. 
To cite a second example, t he Central Turnpike, from the Massachusetts 
line to Nashu , is built on the location of US 3, the highway having 
been widened to four l anes . 
(3) Design and construction standards were lowered to the 
minimum nece sary to produce a safe and adequate highw y. Outstand-
ing examples of this are the de th and quality of surface (3 11 of road 
mix) and the bsence of restaurant and fuel .facilities , which will 
be discussed l ater. 
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In addition to these itemized reasons, construction costs 
a pe r to have been lower than they really were because feder 1 aid, 
in the mount of $2,000 , 000, w s obtained on the two 1 ter ro ds by 
permitt •ng free passa e on the urban by-pass secti ns. Gener lly, 
federal a id is rohibited for the construction of toll roads. 
Depth of surfacing on the original Eastern secti n is 
comparable to other turnpikes (7" ), and outside engineering services 
were employed. Other than these exceptions the reasons already out-
lined apply , also , to this rod; in addit·on, this road was completed 
in 1950 when costs were somewhat lower than in later years. Also to 
be considered is that t errain and geography appear to be ideal f or 
road construction along the path of the Eastern. There are no import-
ant grades and no rivers or other obstacles which would necessitate 
bridges or other expensive construction. 
ConstrUction Costs Are Relatively Low 
2!1 the Maine Turnpike 
The Maine Turnpike Authority succeeded in limiting the 
cost of its 113-mile road to $.68 million per mile, app rently without 
significant sacrifice of quality. Unlike New Hampshire and Connecticut, 
however, the entire cost, including administrative and engineering 
expenses, was paid out of the proceeds of the bond issue and is in-
eluded in the total cost of $76.8 million. The total includes, also, 
the cost of constructing four service st tions, two restaurants, and 
two snack b rs. 
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In summary, an attempt to compare the economies of con-
struction of the five tollways is thwarted by the many complicating 
f actors. Only a thorough analysis, which is not within the scope 
of this thesis, would be adequate for this purpose; therefore, it 
must suffice to outline the basic differences in broad terms of cost 
and value. These "complicating factors" mentioned include the vary-
ing requirements of the individual roads and the limitations on 
spending which were imposed b,y the amount of the bond issues. One 
conclusion which can be made is that these f actors vary widely, and 
in each case the authorities had to limit the project cost to 
accommodate pro j ected revenues. 
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CHAPTER V 
TRAFFIC VOLUME 
Turnpike authorities are well aware of the critical relation-
ship which exists between the cost of a toll road and its revenue-
producing potential; or, s it necessarily follows , traffic-generating 
potential. This relationship varies widely among the New England turn-
pikes. As already pointed out in the previous chapter, there re dif-
ferent costs for roads of comparable quality ; but, also, comp r ble 
ro ds m~y attract different volumes of traffic. The circumstances which 
cause varying levels of traffic, and their importance to the New England 
turnpikes, are discussed in this chapter. 
Traffic volume for some roads has far outstripped preliminary 
estimates, while for others it has l agged behind. In 1956 traffic on 
the Eastern Turnpike exceeded engineering estimates for 1977, and on the 
Connecticut Turnpike traffic in 1960 was running close to expectations 
(slightly less in 1959 and slightly over in 1960), but for the Maine 
and Massachusetts Turnpikes these estimates failed to materialize, at 
least, not in the early ye rs of o erations. These estimates, as pre-
pared by consulting engineers, are not relevant to this study except for i 
their bearing on the preparB.tion of amortization tables and the choice 
of toll levels. 
T ble V g 'ves some indic tion of the traffic level for the 
five toll roads , but these com ari ons are distorted by the different 
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methods u ed in prep ring these count • In Mine nd Massachu. etts 
tickets are handed to the user as he p sses through the entr nee, then 
at the trip 's end the ticket is surrendered at the toll gate and is 
count ed as one trip. I n connecticut and New Hampshire, where main-line 
toll barriers are used, a trip consists of a pas age through the toll 
barrier; and if the patr n pas es through sever 1 barriers on the 
single trip, several trips are recorded. The effect of these two 
methods is made apparent by a comparison of Connectic t and Massachu-
setts statistics: 
Connecticut 
Massachusetts 
1960 traffic volume 
47 million vehicles 
13 million vehicles 
1960 o s revenue 
$15 million 
$14 million 
Another problem to be considered when comparing vehicle 
counts as a me sure of traffic volume i the disparity in average trip 
length for the five r oads. Another way of expressing this problem is 
to s y that not 11 vehicles u ing the turnpike travel the entire length 
of the r o d. This st tement is clearly demonstrated by the traffic-flow 
diagr m (Chart I • 
These differences do not make these f'gures meaningless; 
v l uable information c n be obtained from the trends, brief s they 
are. (See Table XXVIII for another measure of turnpike usage.) 
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TABLE V 
TRAFFIC VOLUME ON NEW ENGLAND TURNPIKES, 1956-1960 
Number of vehicles (in thousands) and 
Percentage change from previous year 
Toll 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 
Road Number Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Conn. 19,960 40 , 356 102.0 45,587 11.5 
Maine 3, 808 4,023 5.6 3,825 -4.9 4,026 5.1 4,276 6.1 
Mass . 6 , 647 9,889 49.0 12,216 23.7 13,488 10.4 
N.H. East. a 4,650 5, 090 9.5 5, 318 4.5 
Ext . 1,542 1,710 11.0 2,081 21.6 
Tot 1 3,900b 4 ,990 28.0 6,192 24.0 6,800 10.0 7,299 9. 0 
N.H.Cent. 856c 1 ,237d 2,605 3,370 29.4 3,988 18.0 
a Original 
b Average 1951-1956. Seabrook to Portsmouth only. 
c Open to Concord. 
d Completed 
Sources: Connecticut Turnpike Annual Reports , 1958- 1960, 
Maine Turnpike Annual Reports, 1956-1960, 
Massachusetts Turnpike Annual Reports, 1958-1960 , 
New Hampshire Department of Publi c Works and Highways. 
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CHART I. TRAFFIC-FLO\'/ DIAGRAM 
Annual daily traffic (in thousands), 196o 
10 0 10 6 3 0 3 6 4 2 0 2 4 8 4 0 4 8 4 2 0 2 4 
10 0 10 6 3 0 3 6 
Conn. Mass. 
Gardiner 
Le'l'liston 
Maine Eastern 
N.H. 
Central 
N.H. 
The Maine Turnpike h s experienced extremely stable tr ffic 
over the years studied; however, in 1958 a decline occurred. Author-
ities ettribute this to the recession of that year, theorizing th t de-
clini ng r ffic volumes were a reflection of cancelled vacations. I t 
cannot be denied th t this could have h d n effect , but there were 
other 1Inf vorable f Rctors: (1) The Eastern extension was completely 
opened to tr ffic in 1958; the underlying purpose of thi ro d was to 
divert otorists fro the Maine Turn ike; and (2) Tolls were i ncreased 
on the Maine Turnpike during 1958. I t hould also be noted t h t the 
Eastern Turnpike enj oyed a 24% increase that ye r , and the Eastern 
also relied heavily on vacation tr ffic. Experience on the Central, 
Connecticut , and Mass chusetts roads was insufficient to warr ant a.ny 
conclu i on; dat a for other toll roads was not studied and may h ve 
sup orted the recession theory. 
Effects of the Extensions 
In most instances , references to operations have not been 
attempted further back than 1956. However , in order t o give some idea 
of the effects of the Maine and Eastern extensions, traffic stat istics 
dating from the opening of the Eastern Turnpike and from 1950 for the 
Maine Turnpike are presented in Table VI. 
The Maine extension to Augusta opened on December 13 , 1955. 
The 1956 traffic count showed an increase of 41%, this increment dropped 
back t o normal in the following year, and then remained relatively 
stable. The Spaulding Turn. ike was opened, by sections, to Dover in 
September, 1956, and to Rochester in August, 1957. The initial 
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increment in traffic , 1957, was 30 .4%, and then in 1958, 16.7%. 
Traffic on the extension amounted to about 40% of that on the original 
section after 1957. Thus, it can be seen that the two extensions had 
similar effects upon t r affic. 
TABLE VI 
TRAFFI C VOLUME, MAINE AND EASTERN TURNPIKES 
(thousands of vehicles) 
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 
Maine Turnpike 
1936 2148 2295 2390 2468 2702 3808 4023 3825 4026 4276 
Percentage Change 
15.0% 11.4% 6.4% 4.5% 3.4% 9.4% 4l.O%a 5.6% -4.9% 5.1% 6.1% 
Eastern Turnpike 
Original 2787 2952 3264 3914 4225 4488 4650 5090 5318 
Ext. to Dover 1067 1039 1148 1226 
Ext to Rochester 795 949 1024 
Total 2787 2952 3264 3914 4225 5555 6484 7187 7568 
Percentage Change 
6.0% 11.0% 20.0% 8.0% 30.4% 16.7% 10.8% 5.3% 
a Maine Turnpike extension opened December 13 , 1955. 
ources: Maine Turnpike Annual Reports, 1956-1960; 
Prospectus, Maine Turnpike Refunding and Extension Bonds, 
Tripp & Co., Inc., April 23 , 1953; 
New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways . 
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Also, from these early statistics, trends simil r to those 
on the newer turnpikes can be seen; the large increases come in the 
first two or three years , after which growth seeks a level : normal to 
tha t road. 
The startling increase in traffic for Connecticut during 
1959 (102%) was due to the fact that 1958 was barely a first full 
year of operation, the road having opened on January 2, 1958; conse-
quently, much of the initial surge continued into 1959. 
Commercial Traffic 
Commercial traffic -- truck and bus traffic -- has been 
described a s being very profitable, since toll r ates are much higher 
than those for passenger vehicles. However, no precise information 
is available relative to the additional maintenance ex ense incurred 
s a result of pavement breakdown under he vy loads. Also to be con-
sidered are the higher design and construction standards required of 
a road accepting unlimited truck traffic . 
Aside from the question of unit pr ofits, truck traffi c is 
desirable because of the element of seasonal stability; that is, the 
volume of commercial traffic does not vary as does passenger traffic. 
This characteristic , as will be shown in this section, is a strong 
point in ffavor of commercial traffic. 
Table VII shows the monthly commercial tra.ff c for New 
Engl and ' s turnpikes in 1960 . As would be expect ed, the tol~ roads 
through heavily populated reas receive a l arger sh re of commercial 
traffic than the urb n turn i kes. 
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In the case of the Connecticut pike, which traverses 
continousl y through urban area, commerci 1 tr ffic consti tuted 17% 
of the total in 1960. On the Massachusetts Turn ike , .which connects 
the Springf eld, Worcester and Boston areas , commerci 1 t r affic com-
ri ed almost 10% of t otal traffic. These Mass chusetts citie <re 
conside able distances apar t, so the traffic gener ted is ~~inly 
intercity and ·nterstate; whereas the Connecticut road also serves 
considerable tr ffic of an in racity or local nature. 
The disparity in commercial traffi c between New Hampshire ' s 
&.stern nd the Maine Turnpike is sur rising when one considers th t 
these turnpikes f orm an lmost continuous highway. On the Maine Turn-
pike commerci 1 vehicles accounted for 9 . 6% of total traffic; and 
while truck nd bus traffic accounted for 8. 1%' of the total Ea tern 
traffic through 1956, when the Spaulding extension was opened; in 
ub equent year t his component r arely exceeded 5%. A breakdown of 
1960 total traffic on the Eastern Turnpike shows that commercial 
vehicles accounted for 3.7% of t ot al trips on the extension -- 4.1% at 
the Dover interchange, and 3.2% at the Rochester interchange; from Se -
brook to Portsmouth c mmerci 1 tr ffic comprised 5.8% of the total; so 
the extension accounts for , directly, only p rt of the relative decline. 
Between 1957 and 1960 commercial traffic on the original Eastern Turn-
pike increased 26%, while passenger traff ic increased only 18%, indica-
ting that the downward trend of commercial traffic h d ceased. The 
reason for t hat part of the decline not c used by the extension is not 
known. 
It must be concluded that the higher percentage of commercial 
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traffic on the Maine Turnpike results from trips commencing at Ports-
mouth, Portland, Lewiston, Augusta, or other points in between and 
termin ting at, or east of, Port mouth. 
TABLE VII 
MONTHLY COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC, NEW ENGLAND TURNPIKES , 1960* 
(thousands of vehicles) 
Conn. Maine Mass. Eastern Centr 1 
Jan. 14.1 98 27.6 4.7 
Feb. 12.6 n.a. 28.8 5.2 
Mar. 15.9 101 28.7 6.2 
April 18.1 108 29.4 7.3 
May 18. 4 111 31.7 8.5 
June 19.6 106 33 .. 9 9.0 
.July 22.4 105 31.7 8 . 0 
Autrust 23.3 108 34.4 9.1 
Se t. 20.3 106 30.9 8.7 
Oct. 19.7 109 30.0 8;4 
Nov. 17.6 98 30.4 7.4 
Dec. 8.4 101 30.6 7.4 
% of Total 17.0% 9.6% 9.68% 5.1% 3.75% 
* 
1960 data not available for the Maine Turnpike. Data shown 
for year 1952. 1960 aver ge 9.5% 
Sources: Connecticut H'ghway Department; Prospectus , Maine Turnpike 
Refunding and Extension Bonds , Tripp & Co ., April 23, 1953; 
Massachusetts Turn ike Monthly Reports, January through 
December , 1960; New Hampshire Department of Public Works 
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The smallest volume of commercial traffic for the five 
turnpikes is that for the Central Turnpike with 3.75% in 1960. One 
might expect a higher percentage in view of the direct connection formed 
between Nashua, Manchester and Concord, New Hampshire ' s three largest 
cities. 
Seasonal Variation 
One of the most significant aspects of New England traff·c is 
i ts seasonal character. As one might guess, this seasonal ch racter is 
the oroduct of f airly severe winters and of the popularity of Northern 
New England as a summer va.c tion region. The effects of these factors 
on Turnpike traffic takes the form of pronounced peaks in July and 
August and of definite troughs in January. 
In 1960 the Maine, New Hampshire, and Central Turnpikes ex-
perienced their peaks in .July, Massachusetts and Connecticut, in August . 
Traffic on four of the five turnpikes r eached the trough in January, 
while on the Eastern the'trough was reached in February. 
This seasonal characteristic appears to be a definite li bil-
ity to these turnpikes. The fixed investment of a toll road is very 
large, so debt service p yments represent a correspondingly large seg-
ment of total expenses; consequently, the higher initial costs are , the 
more difficult it is for a turnpike to succeed. New England ' s turnpike 
authorities had no alternative but to construct roads adequate to carry 
the anticipated peak summer traffic, knowing full well that during the 
winter months roads of that caliber represented an investment not j ust-
ified by the traffic volume. During this extended off-season some 
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adjustments can be made to reduce expenses; but debt service r e-
quirements cannot be reduced, and maintenance costs rise sharply 
because of now removal and sand and salt spreading. 
This problem is not peculiar to New Engl and, but it is 
apparent that a low seasonal factor repre ents an i mportant operat-
ing advantage f or turnpikes in some sections of the country. 
As . reviously pointed out, this problem is more se ious 
for some turn ikes than f or others . The average deviation of mo thlr 
traffic for the five turnpikes in 1960 w 22.1% of average tr ffic 
vol1me. The northern t urnp ' kes, The Maine and the Ea tern; had 
deviation of 30.6% and 29.5% res. ectivel, , while Massachu ett 1 
wa s 15.1% and Connecticut ' s only 14.3%. Traffic on the Centr 1 Turnpike 
v ried only 21.3%, prob bly due to its proximity to Boston nd t 
New H mp hire ' s urban areas, and also to weekend ski tr ffic , which 
is heavier than on other northern turnpikes. . 
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CHART II 
COMPARISON OF MONTHLY TRAFFIC VOLUMES, 
NEW ENGLAND TURNPIKES , 1960 
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D Conn. Maine Mass. [':~. J Eastern N.H. Central N.H. 
Sources: Connecticut Highway Department; 
Pros ectus , Maine Turn ike .Refunding nd Extension 
Bonds , Tripp & Co., Inc., April 23, 1953; 
Massachusetts Turnpike, Monthly Re arts , January 
through December , 1960; 
New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways. 
The crude range of monthly traff c, which con iders only 
l 
the extreme h"gh and low months, gives essenti lly the same results. 
By this method the Central Turn ike ap eared to be the most stable 
in 1960, its r nge varying only 84% from its average volume; but 
other th n this exception average deviation and range were in agree-
ment. Crude ranges, expressed as a.percentage of the aver ge traffic 
volume, were as follows for 1960: 
Connecticut 87 
M ine 127 
Massachusetts 90 
Eastern 113 
Central 84 
Reference to Table VII, once again, demonstrates the relative 
stability of commercial traffic. Truck traffic does vary some, perh ps 
ten to twenty percent, between summer and winter mon~hs; but this com-
pares favorably with the 100 to 200% v riation in total traffic and 
helps to justify the promotional efforts made and large discounts 
offered by some authorities in pursuit of higher truck volume. 
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CHAPTER VI 
TOLL LEVELS 
Toll revenues are, of course, the chief source of operating 
income, usually representing about 90% of the total; this percentage 
wi ll vary somewhat depending on whether the road has any concession 
income (New Hampshire turnpikes do not) . 
The size of toll revenues depends upon two factors, traffic 
volume and toll levels~ 
Toll levels are est blished by the authorities, but the 
authorities ' decisions usually conform to recommendations made by con-
sultants. These firms, in turn, base their recommendations on ex-
tensive traffic surveys and take into consider tion the following 
factors: (1) convenience, safety and economies permitted the user, 
(2) r ates effective on other turnpikes, and (3) -revenue requirements 
of the road. In come cases the authority may pledge itself, in the 
trust indenture, to acceptance of the consultants ' recommendations. 
The rate policies of New England ' s toll roads would be diffi-
cult to evaluate without a thorough analysis of both traffic and costs 
for each road. The authorities , with the continuing hel . of consulting 
firms , analyze their own operations and the results of these analyses 
have discouraged needed rate increases. None of the five roads studied 
are currently covering all costs out of operating revenues, so that each 
road would r aise r ates if this action would increase net revenues; that 
is, if demand were sufficiently inelastic. Authorities do not believe 
this to be the case; the competition offered by freeways has imposed 
ceiling upon toll rates. Unfortunately, at the present level of traffic 
volumes, this ceiing is loc ted below the floor (of costs) for the 
five turnpikes. 
TABLE VIII 
TOLL RATES 
Passenger Commercial a 
Turnpike Full length Full length (in dollars) cpm (in dollars cpm 
Connecticut $2.00 1.55¢ $5.25 4.07¢ 
Maine 2.15 2.02 5.00 4.72 
Massachusetts 2.45 1.98 6 .. 85b 5.57 
Eastern • 50 1.32 1.50 4.00 
Central • 50 1.29 1.50 3.75 
a Highest class. 
b Permits tandem trailers at double maximum convention 1 rate. 
Sources: Connecticut Highway Department; Maine Turnpike Authority ; 
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority; New Hampshire Dep~rtment 
of Public Works and Highways; "Truck Tolls-- , " American 
Trucking Association, Inc., November 1960. 
Table VIII shows the wide variations in toll levels on the New 
England turnpikes. If each turnpike has set its tolls against a common 
standard, maximum revenue , then why should the rates vary so much? One 
concei vable answer is that the users of each of these turnpikes place a 
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different value on the right to travel them. Factors which ~ight 
contribute to this condition are (1) suitability of the turnpike, 
(2) competition from free altern te routes, (3) income variations be-
tween users, and (4) different dominating classes of t r affic (i.e. , 
commuter, vacation , etc •• 
The avera ge toll rate for our New England turnpikes is 1.63 
cents per mile for passenger vehicles nd r nges from 1.29 cpm f or 
the Central Turnpike t o 2.03 cpm for the Maine Turnpi e. This com ares 
closely with the national average : As of November 1960 the toll 
roads in the United States charged 1.60 c m, r anging from 1.08 for the 
Pennsylv ni Turnpike to 2.20 c m for Florida ' s Sunshine State Parkway . 
Toll Re~isions 
Three of the turnpike studied here h ve , in the ast, ex-
perimented with increased toll rates in efforts to i ncreas t ot al reve-
nues. Connecticut revised its toll schedule in 1959 , but this was only 
the second full year of operation , an insufficient period t o permit 
evalu tion. 
The Maine and Eastern turn ikes , both with over ten years ' 
experience , have resorted to toll revisions in hopes of enhancing 
revenues * 
Toll revisions on the Maine Turnpike have , in all cases, been 
in accordance with recommendations m de by the consulti g firm and with 
the specifications of t he tnst indenture. The indenture provide that 
the authority , upon receiving recommendations from the consulting firm 
reg rding toll revisions , will make such revis·ons "as may be necessary 
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or proper, in order that the revenues of t he Turnoike will be sufficient 
at all times" t o : 
(a) cover current expenses 
(b) provi de for deposits to the reserve m.'iintenance fund 
( c ) provide fqr deposits to the s inking fund. 
peci fic conditi ons which created the necessity for the 
earlier increases are not known, but the one put into effect in 1958 
can be attributed to f aulty pro'ections. In 1953 Co~erdale and Col-
itts, Consulting Engineers , revised traffi c and revenue proj ections 
for the Maine Turn i ke to include the effects of the Augusta extension, · 
then under cons-truction. These rej ections overestim ted tr ffic 
volumes for s bsequent years by s much as one third (e.g. , estimated 
volume of 1957 -traffic , 5,472 , 000; a ct ual 1957 traffic volume , 4, 023 , 000). 
Upon thi projection was b sed the new toll schedule f or the com ined 
Turnpike; thus, revenues were correspondingly overstated. In 1958, 
when t his error became apparent , an adjustment in tolls was effected. 
Table IX is a history of passenger t oll levels , tr ffic 
volumes , and toll revenues for the Ma'ne Turnpike . General toll in-
creases were effected on May 1 , 1949; May 1 , 1953; nd ,June 19 , 1958. 
Th 's l atter increase also affected the August extension , completed 
i n 1956. 
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TABLE IX 
EFFECT OF TOLL INCREASES , MAINE TURNP KE 
(Passenger vehi cles only) 
Total %of Toll % of Full length 
Year Vehicles I ncrease Revenue Increase Passenger toll 
( in thousands) (thousands of 
dollars) 
1948 1 , 393 569 • 50 
1949 1 ,529 10 721 27 .60 
1950 1,741 14 840 17 
1951 1,954 12 993 18 
1952 2,075 7 1 , 232 24 . 75 
1953 2,163 4 1,345 9 
1954 2,236 3 1 ,402 4 
1955 2,461 10 1 , 577 12 
1956 3,440 40 3, 068 95 1.95 a 
1957 3,630 6 3 , 248 6 
1958 3,450 -5 3,392 4 2.15 
1959 3,632 5 3,684 9 
1960 3,855 6 3,882 8 
Extension o ened December 12, 1955. 
Sources: Maine Turnpike Annual Reports, 1956-60• Prospectus, 
Maine Turnpike Authority Refunding and Extension Bonds , 
Tripp & Co., Inc. , April 23 , 1953; Maine Turnpike 
Author ity, Refundi ng and Extension Bonds Prospectus, 
Tripp & Co. , Inc., February 16, 1956. 
Because there are onl y three examples of toll increases and 
because there are other f actors which may have influenced the f igures , 
no conclusi ons regarding the effects of price increases on t raffic and 
revenue are statisti cally verifi ble by the d t a in Table IX. However, 
the annual changes in the figures do show a higher ~han average in-
er e se in revenue nd a less than verage increase in traffic volume 
during t he year of a rate change. 
I n April , 1960 officials of the ew Hampshire Department of 
Public Works and Highways recommended to the Governor the only revision 
effected on the New Hampshire turnpikes. It was believed that by in-
creasing the rate a t Hampton , on the Eastern Turnpike, from 20¢ to 
25¢, a defi cit anticipated f or the years 1961 through 1965 could be 
avoided. I t was mentioned in the recommendation t hat "operation 
( expense) is higher on the Eastern Turnpike than on the Central 
Turnpike , for about the s me length of highway , because it i s necess r y 
t o have three full toll stations and a side station at Hampton, where-
a s only two are necessary on the Central. " It is true that total col-
l ection costs on the Eastern are higher than on the Central and , are 
the highest, as a percentage of total operating expenses (41%) , of the 
five t urnpi.kes. On the other hand, this expense for the Eastern is 
lower t han all others except the Connecticut Turnpike in terms of cost 
per vehicle. I t is beli eved that there are other important reasons 
f or the pot ential deficit , such a s the low t oll level itself as com-
pared to the average level for all turnpikes, or the speed of debt 
retirement. 
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TABLE X 
TOLL STATION TRAFFIC , EASTERN TURNPIKE 
(thousands of vehicles) 
tation 1956 ill1 ...1221 1222 1960 1961 
Hampt on 4226 4488 4650 5090 5318 5393 
% Change 6% 4% 9.5% 4. 5% 1.4% 
Dover 1067 1040 1148 1226 1351 
% Ch nge -3% 10.4% 6.8% 10. 2% 
ource: New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways. 
The increase went i to effect on J ne 15 , 1961; concurrently , 
the r te At the dover t oll station was reduced from 15¢ to 10¢. 
The increase in tr ffic duri g 1961 was the smalle t ever 
recorded at t he Ham. ton toll station (Table X); b t the months pre-
ceding the toll revision comp red as oorly with 1960 a s di d the suc-
ceeding months, so the 1961 decline in the growth r ate is meaningle 
On the Spaulding extensi n traff i c at both st tions made 
oor showi ngs during the first five months of 1961, then i n June, con-
currently with the toll reduction at Dover , traffic at both st tion 
picked up. These final six months (June-November) pr od ced average 
increases over 1960 of 13.5% at Dover and 4.3% at Rochester as o -
posed to 1.9% and -4.5% durin~ the fir st five months (Table XII). 
The only evidence available from the experiences of the 
New Engl and turnpikes is consistent wit h the following hypothesis: 
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The relationshi of traffic volume to changing toll levels is inverse 
and less than propor tional; th .t i s, t r affic demand is inelastic. 
The ex eri ences of the Maine Turn ike indicate that the 
res onse of revenues to toll increases is direct and less than pro-
ortional. Revenue figures for New Hampshire ' s turnpikes for calen-
dar year 1961 are not yet available, but conversations with a New 
Hampshire highway official revealed that the revision "had the 
desired r esults." 
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TAB E XI 
PERCENTAGE OF CHANGE IN TRAFFIC VOLUME 
NORTH HAMPTON 
1960 1961 
January 8.7 9.1 
February 14.1 -8.0 
March -4.8 14.7 
pril 7.5 1.4 
May 6.4 -3.8 
Unweighted average 
first five months 6.4 1.1 
.June 4.9 6.7 
July 10.2 
-0.3 
August -0.6 2.5 
September 2.8 0.8 
October 2.7 0.7 
November 5.3 0.4 
December n.a. n.a. 
Unweighted aver ge 
second six months 3.7 1.77 
Source: New Hampshire Depart ent of 
Public Works and Highways. 
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TABLE XII 
PERCENT OF CHANGE I N TRAFFIC VOLUME 
DOVER AND ROCHESTER 
Dover Rochester 
1960 1961 1960 1961 
J anuary 14.7 5.1 26.6 2.3 
February 16.1 -9.5 25.0 -12.6 
March 1.2 9.9 4.1 5.1 
April 10.3 5.0 10.7 3.9 
May 7.4 -0.9 7.0 -3.2 
Unweighted average 
fir t five months 9.9 1.9 14-7 -4.5 
June 11.0 7.4 8.9 6.8 
July 10.2 7.8 10.5 0.9 
August -0.4 13.6 -3.2 6.7 
September 2.4 14.1 5.0 4.2 
October 0.8 17.5 3.7 4.9 
November 8.9 20.6 10.5 2.2 
December n.a. n.a. n ~ a . n . a . 
Unweighted average 
second six months 13.5 5.9 4.3 
Source: New Hampshire Department of Public Works 
and Highways. 
Discounts 
All five turnpi.kes offer toll discounts in various forms 
to various special-interest groups, but only Connecticut and New 
Hampshire have d:i.scount pl ans which are avai l able to all users. New 
H mpshire grants 33 1/3% discounts to any user possessing a. charge 
account or to those who will purchase a minimum of $2.00 worth of 
tokens. Connecticut issues commuter tickets for passenger cars and 
four-wheel buses which, sold in booklets of 42 each for $3.50, amount 
to a 67% reduction from the 25¢ station fare. Connecticut also has a 
charge account system which offers volume discounts to commercial 
traffic. 
The Massachusetts discount plan takes the form of deductions 
from monthly charge account billings as follows: 
TABLE XIII 
MASSACHUSETTS TURNPIKE DISCOUNTS 
Monthly bill Rate 
0 - $100 
$100.01 - $1000 
$1000.01 - $2000 $50 plus 
$2000•01 and up $200 plus 
of discount 
0 
5% 
10% of a.mount 
15% of amount 
Source: Truck Tolls on Bridges, Ferries , Tunnels and 
Turnpikes , American Trucking Associa tion, Department 
of Research. 
over 
over 
$1000 
$2000 
In addition to the discount, the Massachusetts legisla ure 
voted a g, soline t ax reb te to turnpike users effective Se tember, 1957. 
Tr velers who wish tot ke advant, ge of the rebate are issued receipts 
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at the end of each trip which must be filed w'th the Commonwealth every 
six months. The full ~¢ tax is rebated based on average gasoline 
consumption figures (trucks: 5 miles = 1 gallon; passenger cars: 
15 miles = 1 gallon) . The rationale prompting this legislation was 
the absence of state a:i.d in t he construction and operation of the 
turnpike. Why, it was argued·, should turnpike U:sers be made to con-
tribute to public highway support while using a privately financed 
highw y?8 · The Maine Turnpi ke Authority, ap lying the same logic, 
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h s failed t o influence the Maine legi slature. 
The total discounts granted by the five turnpikes in 1960 
were as follows: 
TABLE XIV. TOTAL NEW' ENGLAND TURNPIKE DISCOU TS 
Turnnike Amount Percent of 
(dollars) toll revenue 
Connecticut 976,000 7 .4 
Maine 32,282 .7 
Massachusetts 80 ,917 .7 
Eastern 91,--- 6.8 
Central 80 , --- 8.2 
So rces! Connecticut Highw y Depart ment, M ine Turnpi e 
Authority, Mass .chusetts Turnpike Authority, 
N. H. De t. of Public Works and Highwa s, 
Table XV. 
The effect of these discounts is to lower the average toll 
rates; thus, from the t able it can be seen that discounts h ve tended 
to widen the difference between the low-toll turnpikes, the Connecticut 
and Ne1.J' Hamoshire roads, 8 d the high-toll r o ds in Maine nd Massa-
chusetts . 
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CHAPTER VII 
TURNPIKE REVENUES 
A t oll road is primarily a soci11l capit 1 pro, ect , not a 
financi 1 venture; therefore, the value of a turnpike should not be 
' udged solely by economic success. Most socJ.al ca ital pro ·ects re 
budgeted within state revenue cap bilit'es and do not directly produce 
revenues, but because of the inadequacy of some state budgets toll 
roads are an expensive necessity. Frequently divorced from state 
sponsorship, as in the cases of Maine and Massachusetts, they become , 
in a sense , business ventures; and because they are intended to be 
self-supporting and self-liquidating, they are subject to financi 1 
tests. 
One objective of this study is to determine if net revenue 
i adequate t o cover operating expenses, interest and amortization 
ch rges , and to further determine whether net revenue is being maxi-
mized throu~h proper toll levels and cost control . 
Gross Revenues 
Table XV shows gross revenues collected by the five toll 
roads since 1956. These amounts ranged in 1960 from less th n one 
million, in the case of New Hampshire ' s Central Turnpike, to over 
fifteen million dollars for the Connecticut Turnpike. The order of 
gross revenues is the same as th t for size of investment, but the 
r atio of gross revenues to initial investment (Table XVI) v ries 
considerably. 
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In terms of gross return on investment the t wo oldest ro ds 
had the best records in 1960: 6. 6% f or the Eastern Turnpike nd 6.4% 
f or the Maine Turn ike. 
TABLE XV 
GROSS ANNU REVENUES 
Gross e rnings for the New England Turnpikes, 1956-1960 
Toll Road 1956 1221 1958 1959 1960 
Connecticut 14,265 15, 363 
Maine 3,970 4,119 4,295 4, 657 4,934 
Ma s chusetts 10,897 12, 544 13 , 741 
New Hamoshire: 
ac Eastern 854d 928d . 1 ,165 1,192 1,382 
Central a 708 1531~852 1161~961 
a Fisc 1 ear; July 1 through June 30. 
b I ncludes federal reimbursement and state loans. 
c I ncludes earnings for extension. 
d Extension incomplete. 
Sources: Connecticut Turnpike Annual Report , 1958-1960; 
Maine Turnpike Annual Report, 1956-1960; 
Massachusetts Turnpike Annual Report, 1958-1960; 
New Hampshi re De artment of Public Works and Highways. 
In its third full year of operation the Massachusetts Turnpike re-
corded a return of 5.8% which was higher than the mean for the five 
roads, 5.4%. The other two newer turnpikes, the Connecticut nd the 
Central, had poorer earning records (3.9% and 4.2% respectively) but 
for different reasons: traffic on the Central Turnpike is con-
siderably lower than for most toll roads; this condit on, coupled with 
a low t oll rate, produced a low return in spite of the modest con-
str ction cost. On the Connecticut Tur npike the problem is more 
closely related to the huge initial investment since , as will be shown, 
traffic volumes are extremely high.* 
* One should be cautious when evaluating these records. Most Turn-
pikes are in an early stage of existence , and it is in this early 
stage that economic maturity has not yet ~, been achieved , but economic 
gains are the gre test. It is difficult, then, to compare the operat-
ing efficiency of a road two or three years in existence with one 
which has been operating for ten years. It would be a simple matter 
to compare like years of operation were it not for the construction 
of ma.j or extensions to both older roa.ds, the Maine and the Eastern 
Turnpikes , because the practice of combining accounting d t for the 
original sections with the data for the extensions would distort the 
results. 
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TABLE XVI 
GROSS RETURNS ON INVESTMENTS, 1958-1960 
Toll: Road ).956 12.21 ~ 1222 1960 
Connecticut 3. 59 3.87 
Maine 4.92 5.37 5.70 6.07 6.42 
Massachusetts 4.60 5.30 5.82 
New Hampshire: 
ac d 4.40d Eastern 4.10 5.40 5.70b 6.6~ 
6.84 5. 18 
Central 3.16 3.80 4.20 
a Fiscal year: July 1 through June 30. 
b Includes federal reimbursement ·and state loans. 
c Includes earnings for extension. 
d Extension incomplete. 
Sources: Computed from data found in Tables I and XV. 
Income from Sources Other than Tolls 
Were traffic volume (or more ccurately , tri mileage) the 
only variable, gross revenues would be in direct proportion to volume. 
As it ·s , there are two other f actors affecting revenues : t 11 level 
and income from other sources . 
Concession Income 
Concession revenue. is an important source of supplementary 
income to Connecticut , Maine and Massachu etts. There are no re t u-
r~nts or service st tions on the New Hamp hire Turn ikes for these 
re sons: (1) length of the turnpikes -- both ro ds are camp ratively 
short causing concern that travelers could and would avoid using the 
facilities, and (2) construction of the f acilities would add to the 
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total cost. 
The concession buildings at Kennebunk, Maine were built by 
the operating companies , but title will be turned over to the Turnpike 
Authority in 1973 as part of the original contract. Facilities on the 
Maine extension and those on the Connecticut road are owned by the 
respective turn ikes, having been built out of construct·on funds and 
leased to the highest-bid operating company. The Massachusetts Turn-
pike Authority developed the site areas for its concessions, but the 
buildings are owned by the concessionaires. 
The Maine Turnpike has opposing service stations at Kennebunk 
and a restaur ant on the west side which also serves northbound traffic 
by means of a pedestrian underpass. There is also a snack bar on the 
east side. Further along, for northbound traffic there is a g 
station and restaurant between Portland and Gray and a g s t ation 
and sna ck bar at Gardiner. Southbound traffic has access to a gas 
station and restaurant at Lewiston and a gas station nd snack b r 
between Portland and Gr y . Travelers find both eating and service 
station facilities on an average of every twenty-six miles; the max-
imum dist nee between facilities is thirty-eight miles northbound nd 
thirty-three miles southbound. 
The Connecticut Turnpike has seven dual service stations 
and eight restaurants and lunchrooms located singly or in combination 
with the service stations. The average distance between gasoline 
f cilities is twenty- one miles , and the max mum distance is thirty 
miles. The average distance between e ting f aciliti es is thirty-two 
miles, but westbound travelers must drive seventy-five miles from the 
e stern terminus before finding a restaurant. 
The Mass chusetts facilities are comparable t o the others : 
there are twenty miles , on the average , between gas stations; and 
thirty-seven miles max]_mum distance . Restaurants are located at each 
fuel area except for one in each direction near the western terminus; 
the average distance between restaurants is thirty-one miles , while 
the maximum distance is forty-seven miles. 
Table XVII gives the various concession incomes. The limited 
dat a available suggest a tendency for concession income to rise faster 
than total revenues, but this might be misleading since , in the cases 
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of Massachusetts and Connecticut, the restaurant facilities may not all 
have been completed when the turnpikes opened. 
Consultants generally estimate concession income at a flat 
7% of toll revenue, but while Massachusetts ' and Connecticut ' s incomes 
both exceeded this percentage, Maine has yet to att ain it, its 1960 con-
cession income representing only 4.6% of total gross revenue. 
TABLE XVII 
CONCESSION REVENUE 
(in thousands of dollars and percentage of gross revenue) 
Turnpike 1956 1-..221 1958 1959 1260 
Connecticut a 
Restaurant 456(3.6%) 780(5.4%) 
Service St t.ions '561(4.5%) 62.5(4.3%) 
Total 1017(8.1%) 1410(9.7%) 
M S::l chusetts 
RestAurant 238(2.2%) 273(2 . 2%) 291(2.1%) 
Service Stations 615(5.6%) 712(5.7%) 799(5.8%) 
Total 853(7.8%) 985(7.9%) 1090(7.9%) 
Ma i ne 
Restaurant n o t a v a i 1 a b 1 e 
Service St ations n o t a v a i 1 a b 1 e 
Total 143(3.8%) 222(5.4%) 215(5 .0%) 214(4.6%) 228(4.6%) 
a I ncludes $464,000 unpaid bal ance currently the subject of a suit 
brought by the State of Connecticut against the Union News Company. 
Sources : Connecticut Turnpike Annual Reports, 1959, 196o; Massachu-
setts Turnpike Annu 1 Re orts , 1959,1960; M ine Turnpike 
Annual Reports, 1959, 1960. 
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Table XVII gives the initi 1 sum invested b e ch turnpike 
for its concession f cilities and the ann al return on this inve tment. 
It can be seen in 11 cases that this i vestment h s been 'ustified. 
Massachusetts has been extr ordinarily successful in this res ect. Its 
concession revenue) in 1960, represented return of 40.5% on the 
cost of site development , or r ther, t hat art of the co t which w s 
separable -- the investment of $2.7 million i ncludes the co t of ving 
ltnd utilities but not of rad'ng nd dr in ge s these latter ' terns 
were gro ped with general con truction ontracts and were not segregated. 
It is not known if these latter amounts were sizable , but if concessions 
earned only the 15 to 20% originally predicted by the consultants, it 
is still a very generous return. 
TABLE XVI I 
CONCESSION REVENUE AS A RETURN ON INVESTME T 
(Percent o co t) 
Turnni e Co t of 
1.956 1 7 19~ ~ 1960 
Conn. 11,996 8 . 5% 11.7% 
M ine 2,246b 6.4% 9 .9% 9.6% 9. 5% 10.6% 
M ss. 2,691c 3 .7% 36. 6% 40.5% 
In tho ands of dollars. 
b $334, 329 cost of facilities on original sect _on not included , as 
these are owned by Esso. 
c Cost of p .ving and utilities only. 
Sources: Connecticut Highway Department; Maine Turn ike Authorit. ; 
Ma sachusetts Turnpike Annual Report , 1960. 
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The major reason behind the unusual success of Massachusetts ' 
concession income seems to be f avorable contracts with the oper ting 
comp nies. Specifically, the rent due the Turnpi ke from se vice st tion 
oper ting compani es is based on a r te of 7.57 cents per gallon of gaso-
line sold. This contr sts with the 2¢ per gallon which the Massachusetts 
Turnpike Authority had expected as an offer and with the estimated 4 .6¢ 
. 10 per gallon that is being received by the Ma "ne Turnplke. 
Connecticut negotiated a restaurant rental contract calling 
for an annual rental equal to 14% of the gros s business , which c m ares 
with the estimated 11.5% being received by the Maine Turnpike and the 
10% agreed upon by the Massachusetts Turnpike and its concessionaires. 
Interest I ncome 
Another sour ce of turnpike revenue is interest on investments . 
Funds for these investments originate in t hree ways: overcapit al ization, 
bond issuance in advance of construction outlays , and invested net 
ear nings. This source of income is gener lly not too i mportant , per-
centagewise , in t he early yea.rs of operation, while t hose turn ikes 
fina ced b seri 1 bond issues; a s are the Connecticut and New Ham_ shire 
roads, have lit tle opportuni t y to amass l arge sums for investment t any 
time. (The Maine and Massachusetts Turnpikes are financed by sinking 
fund bonds. 
The Connecticut Turnpike issue totaled $459,500,000 , while 
the total cost of the turnpike as of December , 1960, was $403.7 million. 
This left a bal ance of $53.8 mill ion which was allocated to various ac-
counts and i nvested in U. S. Government bonds and treasury bills. This 
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surplus was considered necessary to meet interest payments during con-
struct i on and to provide a reserve (for contingencies) f und equal to 
two ye rs 1 i nt er est requirement~. I n 1960 interest on the investments 
plus profits f om the sale of securities amounted to $1.3 million. 
The net cost of the Massachusetts turnpike , through 1960 , 
was $236.5 million; and since bonds were issued in the amount of $239 
million, t her e was little left over for investment . 
The Maine and New Hampshire turnpikes also issued bonds in 
amounts which were little in excess of construction requirements. New 
Hampshire built its turnpikes with the proceeds of short-term note 
sales then refunded gradually, and a s necessary, to avoid high intere t 
payments on n excessive issue. 
Connectic t, t hen, is the only turnpike with substantial in-
come r esulting from overcapitalization. The fact of overcapitali zation 
does not necessarily imply poor judgment on the part of the Connecticut 
authorities. The Connecticut bond issues, sold at par, carried an 
average r at e of 3.39%, and the surplus amounts were i nvested in U.S. 
Government securities with inter es t rates which wer e probably comparable; 
moreover, virtually every transaction in U.S. securities has yielded a 
capital gai n for the turnpike -- in 1960 capit 1 gains amounted to 
$809 , 246. 
The Maine and Massachusetts Turnpikes a r e required 0y their 
trust indenture to maintain reserve accounts . In these cases , in 
contrast to the Connecti cut Turnpike, t he required reserves are ac-
cumulated gradually from surplus earnings. It is f r om these invest-
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ments, represented by reserve and bond interest accounts, that these 
turnpikes derive their smaller amounts of investment earnings. In 
1960 investments earned $65,000 for the Maine Turnpike and $338,000 
for the Massachusetts Turnpike. 
Interest income from New Hampshire ' s Central Turn ike is 
not evident in accounting statements and is possibly non-existent, as 
the road has operated at a deficit since it opened. There are large 
sums listed as "other income," b t these amounts are largely expl ined 
by federal grants ($879,000 through 1960) and loans from the highway 
department i~ the amount of $1.2 millidn.* 
In the case of New Hampshire ' ~ Eastern Turn ike t here re 
I 
smaller sums listed s "other 'ncome. " This is believed to be ~inly 
m' cell neous income hich is discussed below. 
~ The uthori zing Acts for the ew Ham shire Turnpikes instruct the 
Governor tq draw pon the h.' ghway fund nd , · f this is in lfficient , 
then the ge eral fund to su plement t n ike revenues in the event 
they re ever insufficient to meet bond interest payments , such loans 
to be repaid from s bsequent sur 1 s revenues. This authority ha 
been em loyed on three occasion (1956, 1957 and 1958) to cover 
deficits in the Central Turnpike operation. As of June 30, 1960, the 
Centr 1 Turn ike indebtedness to the highway fund totaled $1,141,104. 
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TAB E XIX 
INTEREST I NCOME 
(thousands of dollars) 
Toll Road 195~ l 57 1958 12.22 
Connecticut 1 , 846 
Maine 29 39 39 24 
Massachusetts 141 207 
Eastern N.H. n o t v i 1 a b 1 e 
Centr 1 N.H. n o t a v a i 1 a b 1 e 
Sources: Connecticut Turnpike Annual Reports, 1959, 1960; 
Maine Turnpike Annual Reports , 1956-60; 
Massachusetts Turnpike Annual Reports , 1958-60. 
Miscellaneou I ncome 
1260 
1,344 
65 
338 
Miscell neous income can best be described as non-recurring 
and/or insignificant. It may occur in a variety of ways, but most 
commonly it results from the rental or sale of property and reimburse-
ments from other agencies. 
This item was not readily obtainable for the Connecticut 
Turnpike, but it is certainly minor. It is also minor for the Maine 
and Mass chusetts Turnpi es , representing about one-tenth of 1% of 
total income for Maine and seven-tenths of 1% for Massachusett • Mis-
cellaneous income , or other income, for the New Hampshire Turn ikes is 
appreci ble, but this has alre dy been discussed. 
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Connecticut 
TABLE XX 
MISCELLANIDUS I NCOME 
b 1 e 
1-faine $ 10, 773 
n o t a v a i 1 
$ 6,140 $ 3, 672 3,259 $ 5,155 
Massachusetts 
Eastern N.H. 
Centr 1 N.H. 
19,586 
470,223 
15,189 54, 035 
18,110 
477 , 126 
76,517 
375,469 
98,492 72,559 
0 
679,000 
52,322 
200 ,000 
ources: M ine r i ke AnnUAl Re orts, 19 6-60; 
M ss chusetts Turnpike Annual Reports, 1957-60; 
New Hampshire De rtment of Public Work .nd Highways. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
OPERATING EXPENSES 
Expenses incurred through turnpike operations absorbed 
about 27% of the combined total revenues of the five turnpikes 
(Table XIX) . In the cases of Connecticut , Maine and Massachusetts 
these expenses wer e all slightl more than one fourth of total revenue, 
while New Ham shire ' s two turnpikes both paid out about 43% of total 
revenues . 
The significance .of these per centages i s clouded by varying 
a ccounting practices and by wide range of degree of financial inde-
pendence. The Massachuset ts and Maine Turnpikes are virtually inde-
pendent of outside help; all expenses , except ing the Maine police patrol 
salaries, are defrayed from turnpike revenues . In New Ham shire all 
non-separable administrative and general expenses are paid by the state 
out of the highway fund . Those administr ative expenses which can be 
segreg ted, such as the director's salary are paid out of turnpike 
revenues. In Connecticut all separable costs are char ged to turnpike 
oper tions but are paid out of highway department funds , so th t all 
revenues of the turnpike are available for debt service. 
Road maintenance and toll collection costs are dominant ex-
penses of the New England turnpikes , comprising from 71% to 96% of 
total expenses. Of the two , m intenance expense is the 1 rger, r epre-
senting from 41% to 61% of the t ot 1. For the two ro~ds i ndependent 
of state ss · stance , administr ative costs re l so appreci able. 
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TABLE XXI 
OPERATING EXPENSES 
(in thous nds of dollars and percentage of gross revenue) 
Toll RoA.d 1956 1957 ~ ill2 !2.2Q 
Connecticut 3 ,529(28%) 3,965( 27%) 
Maine a 871(23%) 1,044(25%) 1,049(24%) 1,173(25%) 1,301(26%) 
Massachusetts b 3,795(35%) 3,337(27%) 3 , 677(27%) 
c 
238(28%) 414(45%) Eastern N.H. 624(54%) 821(70%) 573(42%) 
Central N.H. d 462(71%) 467(55%) 48'7(51%) 
a Includes reserve maintenance. 
b I ncludes replacement r eserve expenditures. 
c ncl des m j r improvements, other expense , and other i nco e. 
d "Other income" not included. 
Sources: Connecticut Turnpike Annu 1 Re orts~ 1959-60; 
Ma ' ne Turnpike Annual Reports , 1956-60; 
Massachusetts Turn ike Annual Re orts, 1958-60~ 
New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highw ys. 
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Main ~n nc~ Expense 
The New H o hire ro ds have been ingled out for economy 
of maintenance , particularly in reference t the origin 1 ~stern 
Tur pi ke. It is true tha t the EBstern had been con.,.istently reduc' ng 
its expenses s a percentage of gro s revenue through 1955 prior to 
the o ening of the extension, when these expenses re resented only 
24% of gross revenue; since then , however , total ex enses, including 
maintenance, h~ve been high for both New Ham hire turnpikes. In 
1960 mainten~nce expense as a ercentage of gross revenue for the 
Centr 1 and Eastern turnpikes tot led 23% and 29%, respectively, as 
compared t o 6.5% for the Maine Turnpike and 9 . 5% and 11.5%, respective-
ly , f or the Mass chusetts and Connecticut Turn ikes. 
The lighter traff'c on the New H m shire road combined 
with low toll r ates resulting in low revenues probably influenced 
these mainten nee expense r tios more than the actu . l level of expenses; . 
however , the New Ham shire Turnpike officials are proud of their high 
maintenance standards, p rticularly egarding snow removal and wi nter 
surf ce treatment , and f rankly admit that because of this costs may 
be higher. 
CHART III 
COMPOSITION OF OPERATI NG EXPENSES, 1960 
100 r---------~~--------~~~--------~--r---------r.-~------~~ 
70 
601 
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! 
40 j 
30 ~ /, )___ 
20 . '/3,0 
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l 
0! __ - ·_- -'-"'-'-~'---- ----"--" --~ - ' - __ j ___ __::. _ _:__·· . ~ -~:--~~----
Conn. Ma ' ne 
Key: toll collection 
administration 
Mass. 
u 
0 
Eastern 
maintenance 
all other 
Sources: Connect ' cut Turnpike Annu .1 Report , 1960; 
M ine Turn ike Annual Report , .1960; 
Massachusetts Turnpike Annual Report , 1960; 
Centra l 
New Hampshire Department of Publi~ Works and Highways. 
The Maine Turn ike h s consi tently reported the lowest 
maintenance cost per mile of any road tudied; for exam _le, in 1960 
the Maine Turnpike averaged $3 , 400 per mile compared t the me~n aver ge 
for the five turnpikes of $9,000 per mile. This is not to imply that 
maintenance operations are more than twice as efficient as on the other 
roads. The road surface of the Maine Turnpike between Portsmouth nd 
Portland is considerably rougher than on other New England turnpikes 
rough enough to detract from riding comfort. Since construction 
standards are com arable to the other New England roads , it must be 
concl ded that surface maintenance is inferior. 
Economy of rna.'ntenance is affected by several factors 
including qualit y of the original surface, traffic volume, weather, 
oper ting effi ciency, and contract costs and wage levels in the area . 
In attempting to ex 1 in the difference in cost of mainten nee , it is 
d fficult to prove that high quality construction reduces maintenance 
expenses, since those r oads with higher surface standards also have 
higher mainten nee expenses. This situation is probably due to the 
gre ter volume of trafflc carried by these roads. Tr ffic volume, 
which causes pavement breakup, would presumably contribute to hi~her 
costs on the heavily traveled Connecticut and Massachusetts turnpikes. 
Extreme weather , which causes bre kup and costly. snow clearance and 
surface treatment, is probably a more important factor on the northern 
New England turnpikes where frost depth , freezing temperatures and snow 
accumulation are greater than , for example, in Connecticut. The l ast 
factor mentioned , contract costs and wage levels , increases costs for 
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the Connecticut nd Massachusetts turn ikes, reflecting differences in 
the cost and stand rds of living between these states and those of 
northern New England. Without intimate knowledge of each operation it 
is impossible to eval uate the efficiency of the individual o erations. 
TABLE XXII 
MAI TENANCE EXPENSES 
A. Percenta~e of cost of turnpike 
Toll road 
Connecticut 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
Eastern N.H . 
Central N.H. 
.35 .40 
.69 
.56 
~ 
.30 
.42 
.79 
.99 
1.0 
.ill2 
.49 
.43 
• 59 
1.3 
1.2 
B. Cost per mile (thousands of dollars ) 
Connecticut 
Maine 
Massachu etts 
Eastern N.H. 
Central N.H. 
2.3 2.7 
3.9 
3.3 
9.9 
2.8 
15.1 
5.4 
5.9 
a Seabrook to Portsmouth only, average 1951-56. 
Sources: Computed from Tables I, XXI. 
15.2 
2.9 
11.3 
7.4 
7.0 
1960 
• 53 
.48 
.69 
1.2 
.97 
16.4 
3.4 
12.9 
6.6 
5.6 
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The New England turnpike officia s were ware of very few 
circumst nces which would create varying l evels of maintenance costs 
for t he five roads. .\n example of such circumstances is provided by 
a situation on the New England turnpikes: the Eastern t urnpike owns 
its own mainten nee equipment, while the Central tt~npike must rent. 
This very well may have an effect on apparent costs, depending on how 
the initial cost of the Eastern ' s equipment is amort'zed and allocated 
and how rental s are computed for the equipment used on the Central 
t urnpike. 
Collection Cost. 
Collection costs are those amounts pa i d out for the services 
of collectors , for heat and lights at the toll booths and, in some 
cases, for a preliminary audit of daily collections. 
The collecti on cost of the Maine and Massachusett turnpikes 
s percent age of toll revenue have been substantiall y lower than for 
the other three roads (Table XXII I ). At least two factors would con-
trib te to this condition, the most obvious being that toll rates for 
these two t urnpikes are higher than for the others. The other factor 
concerns the t e of toll b rr'er sed -- mai nline or i terch nge; 
the difference is di c ssed below. 
Another r elevant ethod of com aring toll c llection expe ses 
i to rel te t hem t o vehic e miles traveled , since th' rel tio shi 
considers the len th of t rip and the number of veh'cle • The ar ' hmetic 
mean co~t per 1 , 00 vehicle-miles n 1960 was $1.80, r n in from 1. 44 
for the M s achusetts Turn ike to 2.39 f or the Eastern Turnpike. The 
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Centr al and Connecticut t urn ik s 1 co ts , $1.71 nd $1.63 , re pecti ve-
ly , were l so l ower tha the mean b this method. The collect· n ex-
ense f or the Maine Turnpi ke w, s $1.84 per 1 ,000 vehicle-mi es, 
which wcs slightl hi gher th n the men. 
n the opini n of o e offici 1 , some difference can be ex-
pl a ined by the t ype of t oll b rrier. As already pointed out , t he 
Connecti cut Rnd New Hampshj re turnpikes have main-line barrier-type 
t oll stations which are considered more economic11l to con truct and 
oper at e on a r oad h.<iving a large number of interchanges. The use of 
thi s t ype of f acility me ns that tolls must be collected more t han 
once from travelers goi ng any distance. A vehicle t r aveling t he enti re 
lengt h of the Connecticut Turnpike would be subj ect to seven se r ate 
t oll collections; whereas , toll collectors on the Massachusetts nd 
Maine Turnpikes must act only twice for every vehicle regardles s of the 
trip length. Theoretically, then , more collectors would be required to 
serve the same number of vehicles on the Connecticut Turnpike; a s 
pr actic 1 matter , however, much of the collection work on the Connect-
icut road is performed by automatic collectors. 
Each of New Hampshire ' s turnpikes lies across two urban area s , 
nd , to t ake advantage of available federal aid , these urban turnpike 
sections were built a s freeways; this necessitated the construction of 
interchanges at either end of these sections . Were interchange toll 
stations used , there would have to be at least twice the present number 
of stations on each r oad, so barrier stations may be justified in New 
Hampshire as well a s on the Connectic t Turnpike whi chms 90 interchanges. 
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On the Centr 1 Turn ike barr·er toll stations cannot be equated 
with higher collections; since there re only two t oll stations on 
the road , only two collections per vehicle can be made regardless of 
the trip l ength. The Eastern Turnpike has three main-line b rrier 
stations and one interchange station; this helps to expl in higher 
collecti n costs on the Eastern Turnpike. 
There are other considerations which affect collection ex-
pense . For one thing, collection costs are not entirely v ri ble: 
if there is enough traffic to require only hal the efforts of a. man, 
whole man must still be used ; lso , the booths consume the same 
amount of he t and light regardless of the traffic flowing past. Traf-
f i c on the New Hampshire turnpikes i s undeniably lighter than on the 
other turnpikes , but this is not a decisi ve factor in r aising cost , 
a s will be shown. Toll r ate variations do , of course, affect the re-
l a tionship between collection costs and gross revenue. 
Collectors ' wages are rominent portion of collection ex-
pense. In Maine the hourly w ge is the lowest of the five turnpikes; 
the maximum r ate for ordin ry collectors is $1.50. New Hampshire r ates 
are somewhat hlgher but are als well under $2.00. Exact schedules for 
the Massachusetts and Connecticut Turnpikes are not known but they are 
believed to be much higher. 
One ch r <cteristic of the main line barriers which permits 
economies is th.<J.t tolls re uniform at each station , nd this permits 
the use of automat· c c llectors. This equi ment can be used advanta-
geou ly in most main-line b rrier locations; Connecticut nd New 
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Ham shire both employ these machines at nearly every station. They re 
usually rented from the manufacturers. Connecticut, for ex mple, pa s 
a rentRl of $11.50 per day for each machine while New Hampshire pays 
$6.25 for automatic machines and $9.00 for semi- utornatic machines, 
whi ch can accept more than one toll for the various classes of 
vehicles. The e machines replace three to five men a day, so the 
savings re ap reci ble. There re , however , limitations t o their 
use; the t t ions c nnot be left completel unattended bee use the 
rru: chines c nnot make change or answer travel ers ' inq iries. 
The authorities also control costs by varying the number of 
collectors in order to maintain the proper r atio between the number of 
collectors and the traffic vol me . This is accompli hed thro gh the 
em loyment of tern crary Rddition 1 hel r ther th n by 1 yoffs. 
Connectic t 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
Eastern N.H. 
Central N.H. 
TAB E XXI 
TO L COLLECTION CO T 
(percentage of toll revenue) 
.19S8 
12.9 
7.5 7.4 
7.3 
16.0 20.8 
26 . 1 21.4 
a Seabrook to Portsmouth only, aver e 1951-56. 
195~ 
10. 4 
6 .9 
6.5 
21. 4 
16.2 
Sources: Connecticut Turnpike Annu 1 Reports, 1958-60; 
196 
10.6 
6.8 
6.1 
17.8 
14.4 
Maine Turn_ike Annual Re orts, 1956-60; Mass chusetts 
Turn ' ke Annu 1 Reports , 1958-60; ew Hampsh're 
Department of Public Works and Highwa s. 
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Other Expenses 
As Char t III indic tes , maintemmce , collection and 
admi ni trative expenses constitu e 85% to 95% of t otal operating 
cost • The l Rr ge t remainin expen e for the Massachusetts, Easter n 
nd Centr 1 Turn ikes is the co t of police patrol • . All of the ro ds 
studied are trolled Qy st te police , but in Connectic t and Maine 
t heir s laries are paid by t he states . The two New Hampshire t urn-
pikes e ch paid $53 , 535 for this service in 1960, these amounts rep-
resenting 5.6% of the Central ' s tot 1 expen e and 4.0% of the 
Eastern Turnpi e ' s. Police trol costs comprised 8.3% of the Mas~a-
' 
ch setts Turnpike ' total expense . Other expenses , including communi-
cation and insurance , are e ch less than 1% of total expenses for the 
five t urnpikes . 
The Trends of Operating Efpenses 
Some ttention must be given the trend of o erating expenses, 
although in some cases these trends are not very meaningful bee use of 
the brief periods of t oll road operation. Chart I V demon trates the 
dissimilarity of trends for t he New England turnpikes. The Maine Turn-
pike expenses have taken about one fourth of gross revenue since 1956. 
This may be a characteristic of a mature o_ eration, or it may me n that 
outlays are rigidly budgeted r egardless of need . The trend of expenses 
for the Eastern Turnpike, which has also operated for more t han ten 
year , contrasts sharply with that of t he Maine Turnpike . The 1959 
plot should not be reg rded t oo seriou l y as this ext r emely high 
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percent ge res lts from the cost of resurfacing the original section 
($209, 320 • Operating expenses for the other turnpike h ve gradu-
11 declined as a percentage of gross revenue. This is normal during 
the early ye r of turnpike operations because of the "fixed" or "indivis-
i ble" character of much of a toll road ' s oper tion nd bee u e the toll 
road authorities accumulated the "know-how" nece s ry t o reduce expenses 
as o erating experience increased. 
Percentage of 
t otal revenue 
CHART IV 
OPERATI NG COSTS 
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Source: Computed fr m dat in Table XXI. 
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CHAPTER IX 
NET REVENUES 
Net revenues are the sums available f or debt servi ce after 
all operating expenses have been deducted. 
TAB E XXIV 
NET REVENUES 
(thousands of dollars) 
Toll road 19S6 1957 ~ 1922 1960 
Connecticut 14,265 15,363 
Maine 2 ,919 3,075 3,246 3,484 3 , 663 
Massachusetts 7 ,102 9 ,209 10,256 
b 
514a Eastern N.H. 616 514 360 809 
Central N.H. c -3d 52d 246 385 474 
a Extension incom lete . 
b Seabrook to Portsmouth , average for 1951-56. 
c Does not include state loans or federal reimbursement. 
d Incomplete. 
Source: Computed from data in Tables XV and XXI. 
The Eastern Turnpike has an inconsistent record of net 
earnings . Revenues have grad ally risen each year since the extensi on 
was opened , but operating expenses rose f aster than revenues from 1956 
through 1959 when the or' ginal section was resurfaced at a cost of 
$209 ,000. In 1960 both maintenance and t oll collection expenses were 
reduced to a point below the 1959 level. In 1957 and 1958 there were 
"other expenses" in the amount of $48,000 and $86 , 000 , while i n other 
ye rs these expenses were negligible. In 1954 and 1955, prior to the 
extension ' s opening , expenses on the Eastern Turn ike consumed only 
25% and 24% of gro s revenues , respectively. glance at the excellent 
records establ' hed by the original Ea tern and Maine Turnpikes shows 
the adverse effects of the extensions on net earnin s. The net earn-
ings for these two roads from 1951 throuf h 1955 are as f llows: 
Maine 
Eastern 
1252 
5.8 
5.3 
12.21 
5.4 
6. 17 
122k 
6. 8 
4.3 
1955 
7.6 
9.86 
t ca be seen from Table XXV that the M ine Turnpike 
operation is very st ble; its gro"'s revenues re rising slightly f ster 
than oper ting expenses, and its net return is the hi best of the five 
roads studied. This reflects the number of years the road has been 
operating, the low construction cost and a high toll r Ate. 
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TAB E XXV 
NET RE RN 0 NVESTMENT 
(net revenue 11.s a ercentage of inve tmen ) 
Toll road 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 
Connecticut 3.59 3.87 
Mai e 3.80 4.01 4.23 4. 54 4.77 
Mafl achusetts 3.00 3.94 4 .34 
Eastern N.H. ab 3.94 2.44b 2.58 1.71 3.86 
Centra l N.H. -.0002 c .20 1.10 1 72 2.12 
Seabrook to Portsmouth only, verage 1951-56. 
b Extension incom lete. 
c Parthlly open. 
Source: Computed from data in Tables I and XXIV. 
The Massachusetts Turnpike had the second highest net return 
in 1960. As o the Maine Turn ike , its operating expenses are low, nd 
the toll r te is high. 
It should be noted that for the Connecticut Turnpike net 
revenues are the same as gross revenue , as operating ex en es are aid 
for out of highway funds. If this were not the c se, the net return for 
the Turnpike would be reduced to 2.87% for 1960; despite the fact that 
expenses are relatively low, the toll r ate is also very low. 
During three full years of operation , the Central Turnpike 
has increased its net earnings t f ster r te than the other New 
England roads, but in 1960 its net return was still the lowest f the 
five turnpikes , 2.12%. This, a s has been mentioned previously, is 
the re ult of light traffic and an extremely low toll rate. 
Reference to Chart V shows that for the New England 
turnpikes in general, revenues are increasing faster than are 
operating expenses. 
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CHAPTER X 
DEBT SERVICE A~ID AMORTIZATION 
None of the turnpikes stud'ed have , as yet , been able to 
meet 100% of bond interest and amortization schedules; and while 
interest p yments are current , some .have been delayed in the p st and 
have not always been aid out of current earnings.* 
In 1957 the Maine Turnpike earnings equaled 98% of interest 
require ents (no sinking fund payments were scheduled), and the r d 
was br efly in ar e rs. In 1959 when the Se brook-Portsmouth section 
was resurfaced, the Eastern Turnpike ear ned $58,000 less than interest 
requi ements; this deficit , ~nd the $418,270 bond redemption, was met 
out of accumulated surplu es. Nineteen hundred nd sixty was the 
first year the Central turnpike e rning equ led interest payments . 
Neither 1959 nor 960 brought enough gross .income f or the Connecti cut 
Turn ike to meet interest requirements. The Mas achusetts Turn ike 
was some $7 ,00 short of int er st requirements in 1958, its f" st full 
year of o eration. 
Pro'ections of the consult 'ng firms always show mple reve-
nue to cover r equirements , but these deficits mentioned above are not 
completely unanticipated, and provi ions ar made for them. Deficits 
are met fro1n excess construction funds ('ntentionally rovided for , 
* Some of the turnpike authorities delight in ublidzing inform-
ation which pur_orts to prove the profitability of their o erations , 
but these reports , as published in news aper , u ually fail to 
mention the requirements of bond edemption9 
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fort is purpose) , accumul ted surpluses or loans. Nevertheless , 
none of the r oads studied are unq alified financial successes, a sit-
uation which may be a result of excessively optimistic amort · zation 
schedules or of r e 1 deficiencies in operations. 
TABLE XXVI 
DEBT SERVI CE 
(net income times interest and 
Toll road 19'56 19'57 195~ 
Conn. 
M ine 1.46 ~ 98 1.03 
MRssachusetts .63 
Ea tern N.H. 1 . 2ab . 91 a .81 
Central N.H. - . 08 
d 
.43d .11 
a Extension inco lete. 
b Origin 1 only , average 1951-56. 
c Ot er income not included. 
d Partly open. 
Source; Connecticut Highway Department; 
amortization) 
1959 1960 
.99 .99 
.90 .71 
.83 .91 
.41 .91 
.48 .59 
Prospectus , Maine Turnpike Authority , Refunding and 
Extension Bonds , Tripp & Co., Inc., April 23, 1953; 
Massachusetts Turnpike Author ity Prospectus; New 
Hampshire De artment of Public Works and Highways; 
data in Table XXV. 
1961 
n.a. 
.72 
.98 
.78 
.73 
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The bond issues are tailored to fit the needs of the 
individual turnpike nd to make them a attractive as possible to 
investors. Maturities of the issues vary within r nge of twenty-
five to forty years. The Connecticut and New Ham shire issues con-
sist of serial bonds, the maturities of which are staggered thr ugh-
o t the life of the entire issue; maximum maturities of the New 
H shire issues range from twenty-five to twenty-eight ye rs, while 
those of Connect'cut range from thirty to forty ye rs. The Maine 
and Mass chusetts bonds are of the sinking fund v riet ; the Maine 
iss e matures in thirty-six years and the Massachusetts is ue, in 
forty years. 
Intere t rates have an influence on the ability of the 
turnpike to meet its obligations. The lowest rates are those carried 
by the New Hampshire issues; the $7,000 , 000 issue financing the origi-
nal Eastern Turnpike carried a rate of 1.6% and the p ulding and 
Central Turn ikes 1 bond rates averaged 2.36% and 2.26% respectively. 
The Connecticut issue carries interest r tes ranging from 2t to 6% and 
averaging 3.39%. The original Maine Turnpike was financed by bonds with 
an average rate of 2.75%, but these were recalled to provide for con-
struction of the extension with a refunding issue consisting of 4% 
bonds. The Massachusetts bonds carry 3.3% interest. 
Interest rates vary depending upon the length of the issue 
and the risk involved. The low rate obtained by New Hampshire was due 
to the short maturity of the issues and bee use they were general ob-
ligation bonds of the State. The first 1 second, third , fifth and 
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seventh issues of the Connecticut Turnpike are turnpike revenue 
and motor f uel tax bonds, but the fourth and sixth issues were not 
s lnble in this form and were sold a s general obligation bonds. Con-
necticut had to offer interest rates higher than those of New Hamp-
shire, because Connecticut ' s bonds were offered in a period when 
interest rates were generally higher nd because they were not all 
general obligation bonds. The small 6% iss11es are decei ving in that 
they are of short ~~turit. and command a huge premium; for tBx reasons, 
however , these issues are attractive to investors. The Maine Turnpike 
Refunding and Extension bonds offered a higher rate of interest than 
the original issue bee use the extension was suspected (with ju ti-
fication of being unable to pay its own way. Consequently, it would 
drain revenues from the original section, thereby, increasing the risk 
of default. 
Constitutional law in some states prohibits the sale of 
general obligat ".on bonds except for specified purposes ( such as gen-
eral emergencies) , while other states already have a large bonded 
debt; for whatever reason , Maine and Massachusetts issued their turn-
pike bonds secured only by the revenue of the turnpikes. This in-
creases r "sk and, thus, calls for higher interest rates; in addition~ 
the issues of these two r oads sold at discounts which increased the 
effective interest rates to 3.36% for Massachusetts and 4.17% for 
Maine. 
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TAB E XXV. I 
BOND INTEREST AND AMORTIZATI N CHARGES 
(in thousRnds of dol l ars and percentage of bond issues 
Toll 
ro d 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 
Conn. 11 ,280(3 .14% 15,542(3 . 37%) 
Maine 1,992(2.54%) 3,144(4.0%) 3 , 144(4. 0%) 3,855(5 .02%) 5,151(6.72%) 
Mass. 11 , 280(4. 72%)11 , 280( 4. 72% 11 , 280(4. 72%) 
Eastern 506(2.41%) 567(2 . 7% 671(3.2%) 888(4.23% 889(4.23%) 
Ce tr 1 353(1. 58% 517(2.33% 512(2.28%) 810(3 . 62% 802(3 . 58%) 
Source: Connecticut Hi ghway De artment; Pros ectus~ Maine Turnni e 
Authorit , Refunding and Extension Bonds , Tr:.pp & Co. , Inc. , 
April 23 , 1953; M~ssachusetts Turnpike A thnr ' ty Prospectu 
New Ham shire De artment of Public Wor s and Highwgys. 
TA.ble XXVII i die tes the severit of bond intere t and amort-
ization payments. The average requirements for the five turnpi kes amounted 
to 4.52% of the total bond issue in 1960 . Maine ' s requirement were the 
highest~ which reflects the h ' gh interest rate and the age of t he is ue. 
The payments for Massachusetts were also higher than the mean ercent ge . 
Re uirements of the New Hampshire turnpikes are higher than Connecticut ' s 
in spite of the difference in interest rates , bee use the New Hampshire 
authorities have committed the roads to a very stringent bond redemption 
schedule. As of the end of fiscal 1961 the State h~d redeemed $3 , 700 , 000 
of the Eastern issues and $720 , 000 of the Central iss\les, the latter being 
a ccomplished through the use of highway department loans. 
Fr mall indications, each of these turnpikes will eventually 
com l y with their mortization or redemption schedules. In 1959 and 
1960 the Connecti cut turnpike c me within 1% of achieving .this goal·, 
and they probably succeeded in 1961. The New Hampshire roads will be 
subsidized by the Highway Department until such time as revenues are 
sufficient . In 1961 Massachusetts c me within 2% of meeting require-
ments, continuing an encouraging t r end. The trend of earn ngs for the 
Ma ' ne turn ike , s of,l961, w s st ' ll doubtful ; however , given an annual 
ncrease in revenue amounting to 6%, sufficient funds will be v ilable 
in the sinking fund prior to the mat urity date. 
It has not been mentioned previo sly th t the Connectic t , 
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MRine and Mass chusetts trust indentures all provide for reserve fund to be 
maintained equal to two years of interest requirements. This has the 
effect of reducing the amounts available for mortization, but s ince it 
is a mere ''earmar king" of funds , it w s not considered in the calcul tion 
of the preceding t abl es; if these ppro riations were considered, they 
would cause the f igures in T ble XXVII to appear unduly pessimistic. 
This same reasoning applies in the case of reserve maint en nee funds 
which are r equ'red for the Maine and Massachusetts Tur npikes. 
CHAPTER XJ 
NEN1 ENGLAND TURNPIKES AND THEIR 
CONTRIBUT ON TO THE TATE HIGHW AY 
SYSTEMS 
The value of a new highway to the citizens of a state can 
be measured by the volume of traffj_c it carri es , by accident rates 
on the new highway , and by its success in lowering traffic and acci-
dent r tes on alternate routes. 
Level of Traffic Volumes 
The most direct means of measuring the social value of 
toll road i s by its level of use. Table XXVIII relates vehicle-miles 
traveled to the cost of the roads. This r elationship gives some p-
preciation of the relative value of our turnpi kes as gauged against 
their cost. · The results are ill minating. 
T A..BLE "XXVI II 
RATIO OF VEHICLE-MILES TO COST OF THE TURNPIKE, 1960 
Toll E2M Vehicl e-miles Cost (in 
li_n millions) millions of dollars} Rat io 
Connecticut 853 397.3 2.1 :1 
Maine 207 76. 8 2.7:1 
Massachusett 520 236. 5 2. 2:1 
Eastern N.H. 99 2LO 4.7:1 
Central N. H. 84 22.4 3.7:1 
ource: Connecticut Highway De artment; M ine Turn ike Authority; 
Mass chusetts ~1rnpike Annual Report, 1960; New Hampshire 
De artment of Public Works. 
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The two New Ham shire turnpikes carried f r more traffic 
for each invested dollar than did the M:=tssachusetts or Connecticut 
roads , in spite of the v st difference in traffic potential. Maine 
r nks third in this aspect , slightly below the me~n of 3.1:1. 
This r tio is not offered as the ultimate criterion for 
j udging toll road performance . It would be a better ndicator were 
contruction standards the same for the five roads; they are not , 
however , and observers will be in a better position to judge the v .l ue 
of these roads when the long- run level of outlays for maintenance and 
improvements becomes ev::i.dent . T cite one exam. e in this reg rd , 
f• ture years will undoubtedly te t the effectiveness of the ustere 
desifW. of the ew H- m h ·.re tur ikes . 
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TABLE XXIX 
TURNP KE ACCI DENT RATES , 
FI RST TE M NTH --- 1960, 1961 
~ i ke Fatal Accident 
Rate per 100 mil-
i on vehicle-miles 
1960 1961 
A 1 U.S. 1.7 1.7 
Conn. .8 2.0 
Maine 2.2 1+. 2 
Mass . 1.8 1.7 
N.H.* 1.0 1.8 
All Accidents 
1960 1961 
11,059 11 , 833 
690 886 
210 214 
468 504 
152 173 
* Central and Ea tern Turnpikes combined. 
ource: National Safety Council. 
1961 
98.6 
111.7 
112. 9 
106. 9 
103.6 
Injury Accidents 
1960 1961 
3,098 3 , 338 
248 279 
79 65 
182 179 
40 60 
Table XXIX i s comparison of urnpike accident t at i tic 
prep red by the National Safety Council. This t able sho~s t hA t t e r~ tes 
f r the Ne~ England turnpikes exceeded those for all United States turn-
ikes i n each categor in 1961. The fat 1-accident r ate f r 11 U. S. 
turnpi kes ~as 1.7, ~h'le the Ne~ Engl nd r ate (un~eighted) ~as 2.4. The 
national rate for all accidents ~as 98.6 as compared ~ith 109.0 f or the 
New Engl and turnpike • All turn ikes in t e U.S. recorded 27.8 inj ury 
accidents er 100 million vehicle-miles com ared ~ith 35.3 for the five 
Ne~ Engl nd turnpikes. 
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1961 
27.8 
35 . 4 
34.3 
35.8 
35 .9 
The table indic tes th t i.n 1960 and 1961, at le st ~ 
New Engl nd ' s turn "kes were lightly more dangerous t travel th n 
the average U.S. turnpike. Among the New England turnpikes the Mass-
a chusetts t rnpike had the lowest fatality r ate in both 1960 nd 1961, 
while the Maine toll road f atality rate was highest . The New Ha p-
shire turnpikes h~d the lowest rate for all accidents , while Maine, 
ag in, reported the highest rate. Injury-accident rates were closely 
grouped, but the Maine turnpike ' s was slightl lower than the others. 
The only conclusion wh"ch c n be made from the e st t•stics 
is t hat accident rates are very low on all turn i es; because of his 
a very few accidents , one way or the other, can radically alter the 
r te f or n individual turnpike . On the Ma"ne tur pike, fo example , 
four f t 1 ccidents occurred in 1960, then ·n 1961 here were f our 
addi t:i.onal fAt .1 accidents , and the r te virtually doubled . A more 
dramatic exam le is that of the Denver-Boulder Turnpike in Colorado 
on which no f at 1 accidents occurred in 1960. In 1961 there were four 
fatal ccidents; the result was a shift in its st nding from the status 
of being the safest turnpike (0.0 rate) in 1960 to the most dangerous 
in 1961 (lO.l ,. rate). 
All New Engl and t rnpikes re constructed for traffic speeds 
up to 70 mph; excepting Maine , however , posted speeds are 60 mph. 
Vehicles may p ss each other in relative safety on the divided lanes. 
here are no grade intersections nd no obstructions exce t the toll 
barriers. Vehicles moving on and off the t rnpikes do so on acceler-
ation and deceleration lanes which provide the opportunity to adjust 
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to a safe speed. All of the turnpikes are designed to minimi ze 
gr ades and curves. All are patrolled by the state police . All of 
t hese characteristics are important highway safety features. Tha t 
the features described above h ve succeeded in lessening acci dent 
r ates i s t t ested t o by t he dat in Ta le XXX . 
TAB E XXX 
DEATH RATES ON TURNPIKES AND RUR L ROADS 
t a te Deaths per lOO LOOO , OOO vehicle-miles 
------------Turnpikes----------
1957 1958 1959 1960 
Conn . 1.5 1.4 2.4 
Maine 2.1 1.6 5.1 1.9 
Mass . 3.3 3.2 2.9 2. 3 
N. H. (all) .o 3.4 4.1 2.7 
* St a tewide excluding turnpikes. 
Source: National Safety Council. 
Rural roads* 
1960 
2.8 
100 
Effects 2n Alt ernate Routes 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1958 
1959 
* In millions. 
TABLE XXXI 
DIVERSJbNARY EFFECT OF THE CONNECTICUT 
TURNPIKE 
US 1 , N. Y. Line to Conn. R. 
Vehicle-miles* 
409 
425 
259 
267 
Acddents 
1755 
1745 
928 
939 
Conn. Turnpike. N. Y. Line to Conn. R. 
444 
652 
446 
706 
Source: Connectic t Highw De artment. 
Rate 
426.6 
410.9 
358.9 
351.3 
100.5 
108.2 
Unfortunately, most st, tes do not maintain detailed public road 
statistics in transmittable form. Connecticut does, however , and the 
rate on US 1 gives some conception of the difference in accident r ates 
between turnpikes and freew ys (Table XXXI). The s me t able provides 
appreciation of the value of these turnpikes in red11cin~ traffic con-
gestion and a ccident rates on alternate routes. 
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The following table was also prepared by the Connecticut 
Highwa Department. t can be seen t ha t the diversionary effects on 
the Merritt Parkway were relatively slight, wh "le the effects on US 1 
and U 80 were extensive. 
Diversionaty Effects of the Conn. Turnpi e, 1958 
Section* Ro te Percent ge of 1958 traffic diverted 
range ~ 
1 ns 1 20-65 42 
1 Merritt Pkwy. 10-1'7 13 
2 us 1 12-62 38. 
2 Conn. 80 34-39 39 
* 
Turn ike sect "ons: 1 = we t , 2 = e t. 
The w"de r~ ge of divers· n n Route 1 was explained by t e 
locatio of tol b<Jrriers which . erm · t aff i c to leave t e t np "ke 
rior to a t 11 station and then return to it after passing t e toll 
st tion. This would re ult in alter t "np he vy a d lipht traffic o the 
p r llel route, U.S. 1. 
The following table of average da "ly tr 
m .de vailA le by theM · ne H"ghwqy Depa tment. 
1941 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
us 1 6915 7575 5060 5765 6230 6630 7000 7150 7155 6980 7625 
Trn ke. 3361 3717 4244. 4808 5155 ~422 5642 603 6590 
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Between 1941 nd 1947 Route 1 tr. ffic ar allel to the 
M ine Turn ike increased 9.5%, or an average of 1.6% per ye r over 
he b se ear , 1941. Then , fter losing a full one third of ' ts 
volume to the M ine Turnpike ~ it resumed growing at an nnual rate 
of 4.4% over the b- se year , 1948. Meanwhile , between 1948 and 1956, 
traffic on the Maine Turn ike advanced at an aver ge r te of 13.7% 
over 1948. It wa not until 1956 that Route 1 traffic again matched 
its 1947 level. No inform~tion 'Was available on traffic for par al-
lel routes to the Maine Turnpike exten ion. 
Maine Highw y De artme t offici ls expres ed the opinion 
th t 'While tr ffic , ccidents on Route 1 hPve prob bly returned to the 
1947 level , the sever'ty of these accidents ha s been reduced. It i s 
felt that high-speed long-distance traffic has shifted to the Turn-
pike, leaving Route 1 for local and vacation traffic. 
The New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways 
supplied traffic counts for all arallel routes to the state ' s two 
turnpikes. The first table below indicates the average daily count 
a t North H mpton on Route 1. · Between 1943 and 1949 traff i c par allel 
to the Eastern Turnpike had increased 22.7%; then in 1949 , when the 
turnpike opened , traffj_c declined 33%. This volume continued through 
June of 1957 , but since then it has virtually regained its former level. 
J..oca.tion 12Q_ _12M )-9_42 1946 13i[J_ 121& 12.42. 12.2Q 125.1 Jag 
No. Hamptn.3897 4130 4583 6740 6841 7990 8851 6364 4897 5341 
1953 1954 1255 1956 1957 12..2i 1959 1960 
5725 5821 6031 6420 6530 6818 6680 7289 
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The effects of the Central Turnpike on Route 3 traffic 
is shown below (annual vol umes). The traffic volume n Route 3 
declined 11% at the Merrimac counter , l oc ted south of Manchester , 
in 1955 , the year the Central opened to Manchester, and 19% the 
following year. In 1957, when the Turnpike opened to Concord , the 
counter at Hooksett, between Manchester and Concord, r ecorded a 
10% decline, nd a 12% decline ·n the following year. 
ocation lq52 19'53 1954 1955 1956 1.957 ~ 1.2.2.2 1960 
Merrimac 1.680 1754 1830 1638 1330 1337 1305 1273 1372 
Hooksett 2489 2741 2862 3043 3384 3042 2665 2696 2616 
The principal alternate route to the Eastern extension 
(Spaulding Turnpike) is NH 16. The annual data below indicate that 
traffic at Dover, which is l ocated on Route 16, increased 15% in 
1955, then declined 7% in 1956 when t he Turnpike opened to Dover. 
The count declined another 18% in 1957, and t hen r esumed rising . 
Traff·c a.t Somersworth , which is located between Dover and Rochester, 
h, d risen 18% in 1956 ; then in 1957, after the Spaulding was opened 
t Rochester , the volume at Somersworth declined 2%, and in 1958 
it declined another 23%. 
Location 19~ Jill 1956 1957 1958 1222 1 60 
Dover 2206 2532 2355 1920 2150 2189 2315 
Somers-
worth 1.012 1129 1328 1305 1010 1149 1153 
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Ch rt V shows this informAt. on gr _hie lly fo the 
parallel routes of all turnpi es excepting the M?.ssachu. etts Turn-
ike (this state d ' d not answer my inqui ). It is noticeable that 
those routes on which traffic was he viest ( nd for which relief , 
perhaps , was more urgently needed) showed the gre test decline. To 
determine the strength of this tendency, the traffic volumes for the 
two years following the turnpike ' s open .ng were ver ged and then 
compared against traffic during the previous yeA.r., Vehicle counts 
on Route 1 , opposite the Connecticut, Maine nd Eastern Tur n es , 
dropped 38%, 29% nd 36%, re ectively. The decl'ne on NH 16 
unted to o ly 14% and on US 3 , to 17%. 
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Aver Er,e 
da "l 
CHART V 
TRAFFIC VO UME , ALTERNATE ROUTES 
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Financial Statu~ 
CHAPTER XI 
SUMMARY 
All of the five turn ikes stud ' ed must presently be 
described as marginal oper tions. This is not prediction th t 
an one of them will f il; on the contrary, it ap ears t hat each, 
in time , will be in a osition to successfully retire its bond 
i sue. Each of t he"'e turnpikes 's a relatively new venture or 
else has new major extensions; and it is true of any enter rise 
that the first phase is the most difficult . 
The Connecticut Jurnnike 
Of the five t e Connecticut Turnpi ke comes closest t 
being a t echn'c11lly profitable oper tion , .but this is true only be-
ca se the road i s subsidized by the state to the extent of 100% of 
operating expenses. Also, as of 1960, the Connecticut Turn ike ' s 
annu 1 debt requirements constituted the smallest percentage of the 
bond issue of any road studied. Its gross return of 3.87%, on the 
other hand , w s the lowest of the five . This condition can be 
ascribed to the followin~: the low t oll rate of 1.55¢ per m' le , the 
lowest vehicle mileage/cost ratio of the five turnpikes (Table XXV II), 
and the fact thatasignificant percentage of the vehicles using the 
road esc pes aying tolls. 
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f he Massachusetts Turnpike 
The Massachusetts and Eastern Turnoikes earned 91% of 
debt requirements in 1960. The trend of earnings indicate that t he 
Massachusetts Turnpike will be covering all costs in the near f ut re . 
I ts scheduled artnual payments are slightly higher than average , but 
gross ret· rn on investment was bove average , and operating expenses 
were relatively low. This resulted in a net return whi ch was second 
only t o that of the Maine Turnpike. The Massachusetts Turnpike ' s 
m'leage/cost ratio was only slightly higher than that of Connecticut ' s 
t urnpike, but i t s toll r ate of 1.98¢ per mile more than compensated 
for this 
The Eastern .}urnpi ke 
This road lacks a clear trend of debt coverage improvement. 
In 1961 net earning slipped from 91% to 78% of debt requirements, and 
highway department officials had, prior to the toll schedule revis ion, 
anticlp ted a. deficit operation from 1961 through 1965. The vehicle 
m' leage/ cost r at i o for t he Eastern was highest of any road studied for 
the year 1960, and even with a toll r ate only two thirds as high a s 
that for Massachuset ts , the Eastern recorded the highest gross r eturn 
of any road studied -- but oper ting expenses consumed 43% of gross 
earnings so that net earnings we~e lower than average. I terest and 
amortization requirements equaled 4 . 23% of the bond issue in 1960, while 
the average for the five turnpi kes was 4.52%. The principal di fficulty 
of the Eastern Turnpike is that the extension is not ; nor was it ex-
pected to be , self-supporting. he original section had an average debt 
requi rement coverage of 1 .2 from 1950 to 1956 when the extension was 
completed . 
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The S:Qaulding Turnpik~ (Eastern Extension) 
The Eastern Extension -was constructed for the purpose of 
divert'ng traffic away from the Maine Turnpike in hopes of increas-
ing trade and commerce in Eastern New H m_shire. The measurement of 
second~ry economic effects is not -within the scope of this study, but 
understanding of the rea on for the extension expl ins why tr?ff 'c on 
Route 16 was not affected more; th t i , traffic vol me along the 
oute did not warrant turnpi e co str ct ·.on . This 1 o ex ,l ains why 
traffic on he exte sion is relat 'vely light and , consequent y, w~ - the 
extensi n represents 
The Ma ' ne Turnpike 
The Maine Tur 
e rn ngs since 1956. 
71%. Thi condition is 
burden to t e Eastern Turn i e o erati 
· e h .s hRd an extremely stA.ble rec rd of 
n 1960 its debt requ'rement cover ge s only 
ccounted for by the extremely hi~h ann - 1 
debt reou ' rement of 6.72%, i ce its net return on investment w s 
bett,er tha any other ro -d tudied , and its o erating ex enses were 
lower th n t he others ' • The veh · cle ' le ge/ cost r · tj o for the Ma '_ne; 
Turnpike wRs 2.7:1 s comp red to the average of 3.1 ·1. The Maine 
TurnpikA toll r . te (1.03) is the hifhest of any New England roRd. 
The .Ce tra1 Turn:Q· ke 
At the resent time revenues for the Central Turnpike are 
f r from s tisf ctory. Net revenues were equal to only 59% of debt 
requ ' rements in 1960, and seri .1 bo ds were retired on schedule only by 
use of state loans and federal grants. The 3.4B% annual debt 
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requirement was not high, and the vehicle mileage/cost r atio of 3. 7:1 
was h'~her than ny road except the Eastern Turnpike . The toll rate , 
however , was the lowest of any New England turnpike, and the gross 
return of 4.2% was lower than any New England toll road ' s except in 
Connecticut. Also , operating expenses, as a percent ge of gross reve-
nue, were exceptionally high; this robably reflects the low gross 
revenue r ther th~n noor cost c ntrol. The trend of net revenue on 
the Central h s been encouraging; in fiscA.l 1961 debt coverage wa.s 
72 . 6%. 
Soc'al Value 
Unfortunately, little information c n be obta ined relative 
to accident rates on alternate routes , but volume datR for these routes 
do how marked declines following turnpike opening dates. This reaction 
was naturall stronger on the roads where conditions were most critical. 
Tr ffic on US 3 in New Hampshire , as on NH 16, declined only about h~lf 
of that on arallel routes to the Maine, Massachusetts nd Connecticut 
tu n ikes, nd lthough uthorities did not menti n it, hopes of attract-
ing tr de and commerce fr m Mass ch setts may have influenced the de-
cision to b ild the Central Turnpike. P ssibly these two New Hampshire 
t n ' ke , the p ulding and Centr 1, are remature from a viewpo'nt 
of highw y conditions , b 1t future years will undoubtedly c stify their 
existence. 
s em .h sized throughout thi. study (financi 1 co sider tion 
ide f or the moment) the toll ro ds of New Engl nd are ful illi g their 
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t ..., ted ur ose w' th vary ng degrBes of effectiveness. But de i te 
he e w de va· · .<tti ons the roads continue t o expedite and bal ance a 
burdensome and growing traffic l oad as i t oves across the face of 
this hecvily o ul ated region. The toll roads ' contributions to im-
proved commerd <il and vacation travel, alre dy vast, are till o t e 
rl e; the p rt that ' the roads h~.ve pl, . ed in reducing this reg o ' s 
de -th and accident toll is extensive and gr atif ying despite the .f ct 
that the percentage of de ths on a per capita basi i s somewh t 
higher t h n the national aver age for toll roads.. And it ct> n be fely 
st t ed from a s t rictl y moral stand oint that t he five New Engl nd t oll 
roads hHve more than justified their existence , not only because of 
lives saved but also bee use their construction and use h ve m~de for 
a h ppier , more prosperous existence for the people r es i ding in the 
are served, 
While it is a f act, th~t cert in collater 1 conside , tions 
attendant to the operation nd dmi nistr t i on of the New Enpl and toll 
r ds c-nnot be readily mea ured nor cl ssified by any type of common 
y rdstick , I would H e to emph size one point in closing . The en~i­
neerin~ and administr~tive faction~ of t he New England turn ikes --
in the rocess of car rying out their respective functions -- have 
amassed a considerable body of valu ble , highly specialized knowledge 
in the planni ng, construction and management of toll roads. However , 
this body of knowledge -- as it now stands -- is l argely unorganized; 
no recognizable effort has b'een made t o correlate it nor to make it 
generally available to r esponsible p rties in places offerinr easy 
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acces • 
I t is my opini n th t this subst nti 1 reservoir or New 
England toll road knowl edge should be org nized and correlated in 
cle r nd cohesive m nner , perh b. the De art ent f the I terior 
of the Feder 1 Govern ent. Perhaps s c pr ctice co ld be exp nded 
to enc s 11 toll ro d y te in the United t ate • 
As t least artial1 reflected in this thesis, New En 1 nd 
hq develo ed .the gre test body of toll rod oper tion 1 experience 
of any region in the Un ' ted t tes. This experience can and sh uld be 
put to constructive use. 
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